
 «The Cent Proverbes Tarot».

 «The Cent Proverbes Tarot» - a unique deck with an original concept. As 
the two sides of the medal, the cards have a pattern on both sides. The 
shirt represents the backside of the card as opposite views, positions or 

concepts.
«The Cent Proverbes Tarot» Invites the user to look at the situation from a «The Cent Proverbes Tarot» Invites the user to look at the situation from a 

position that is normally inaccessible, exposing the hidden and 
illuminating what was left in the shadows. The illustrations for the deck 
were created in the 18th century by the famous artist J.J. Grandville. An 

essential feature of his talent was his brilliant, unusually rich 
imagination, reinforced and supported by subtle observation and caustic 
humor. Taking advantage of these properties of his talent, J.J. Grandville 

in his drawings reproduced the history of all the funny sides and in his drawings reproduced the history of all the funny sides and 
strangeness of his time. This deck is suitable for more experienced Tarot 
readers, as the cards do not carry a clear message based on the meaning 

of the arcana. 
One of the most important aspects when working with Tarot is the 
development of intuition. You can know all the values of symbols and 
characters shown on the cards, but if you do not develop intuition, it will 
be difficult to make a forecast. One card can have a hundred meanings. It 
is certainly impossible to remember all of them. Knowing the main key 
meanings of the card, a tarot reader with developed intuition and 

experience will be able to describe all the nuances in the layout of the 
card.card.

Cards are tools and means. It is the path that leads to the right answer, 
but not the source that that answer provides. The answer to any question 
is within each of us, the problem begins when we are looking for an 

answer not within ourselves, but in external sources.
The cards are the guide that leads us back to ourselves. The key is that 
the presence of our mind is not necessary in this process. This excludes 
the possibility of a logical explanation of any of the questions asked, 

which is directly related to intuition.
The purpose of the cards is to capture a person's subconscious to enable 
them to identify the most successful behavioral patterns in specific 

situations.
The purpose of the tarot reader is to learn how to make accurate The purpose of the tarot reader is to learn how to make accurate 

predictions. To do this, you must learn the symbols and signs of Tarot 
and necessarily develop your intuition. Even if you have received the 

fundamentals, you need to hone your knowledge, learn how to apply it in 
practice. Ask questions, the answer to which you already know, not for 
the testing of the cards or yourself, but to better see and understand the 
arcana, the work of Tarot. After all, you are learning a new language, the 
language of symbols and images, and before you write a novel, you need language of symbols and images, and before you write a novel, you need 

to learn to talk and understand.



 0. THE FOOL.
«A fool always rushes to the fore. »

Reversed Fool Meaning:
When the Fool card is reversed, you are encountering an unfinished When the Fool card is reversed, you are encountering an unfinished 
side of yourself, a part still caught in the shadows of ignorance or 
immaturity. An emotional reflex or psychological attitude could be 
holding you back from responding authentically and naturally. 
Release yourself from any dogmas or taboos so your natural 
truthfulness and instinct for right action can be restored. With 

respect to relationships, the Fool in a reversed position suggests that 
either you or your partner doesn’t take your relationship seriously.either you or your partner doesn’t take your relationship seriously.
Avoid over-optimism and blurred vision for risky jobs. An impulsive 
decision or a lack of wise betting will hurt you. Unexpected problems 
can occur. You may be in a precarious situation caused by yourself or 
by someone’s foolish behavior. Your valuation may be wrong, or you 

may not receive valuable advice.
You must try to keep your point. Someone next to you will probably 
have a foolish decision. You, by yourself, may not have enough 

prudence to ensure your future’s happiness. Someone may not be as 
loyal as you think he/she is. Your partner or your friends may not be 
consistent with the relationship. Remember that the infatuation is 

different from love.

0. THE FOOL. (reversed)
“A fool's tongue runs before his wit.”

Upright Fool Meaning:
Let yourself be spontaneous enough to stretch beyond the realm of Let yourself be spontaneous enough to stretch beyond the realm of 
logic. There is no advantage to be gained by thinking you possess the 
knowledge, power, or control to direct reality. Open and receive 

without question, instead of trying to manage what's happening right 
now. The Fool has no ambition to manipulate a specific outcome. Just 

be happy to be part of the whole. Release any demands or 
expectations. Give your complete attention to events as they are 

occurring in the present moment.occurring in the present moment.
The Fool is free. Free from its ego and free from its own free will.

As the card number 0, the Fool starts the Major Arcana, but it is a bit 
isolated from the other cards. In the Middle Ages, clowns were the one 
who did not follow the rules like the other. He can observe and then 

make people laugh.
This makes him unpredictable and full of surprises. He reminds us of 
the infinite potentials and spontaneity inherent in every moment. This 
card has the feeling that everything is coming – nothing is certain or 
usual. The Fool adds a new and strange prediction to the situation.
He also expresses the absolute belief that life is good and full of He also expresses the absolute belief that life is good and full of 

trustworthy things. Some may argue that he is too naive, but it is the 
innocence that keeps him alive and gives him pleasure. In a spreading, 
the Fool can be a signal for a new start or a turn – which will lead you 

to adventure, learn and grow from it.



 I. THE MAGICIAN.
«Lost time is never found again.»

Reversed Magician Meaning:
When you obtain the Magician reversed, it might mean it’s time for When you obtain the Magician reversed, it might mean it’s time for 
you to implement some changes. While right side up, the Magician 
represents true power, the reversed Magician is a master of illusion. 
The magic that he performs is one of deception and trickery. You may 
be lured in by the showmanship of his arts, but behind that there 
may be an intention to manipulate for selfish gain. Getting this card 
might mean that there is someone who pretends to have your best 

interests at hand when the opposite is true.interests at hand when the opposite is true.
The Magician reversed shows a sense of lack of power. This is the 
time to apply your diligence to success. You should avoid excess 
physicalism and selfish interests. You may not be able to connect 
with your feminine instinct as you focus too much on holding the 
outside world. This will not be the time to give up a safe job for 

self-employment.
Impostors, somebody uses his own appearance to reach the power, 
those who just want to be friends with benefits, scammers, selfish 
people, people who have a bad influence or the hinder, confident 

people who unfit for their skills or knowledge, self-proclaimed genius, 
messing up.

I.  THE MAGICIAN. (reversed)
«Honour and profit lie not in one sack».

Upright Magician Meaning:
The origin of the heroic son, the ability to achieve goals, the The origin of the heroic son, the ability to achieve goals, the 

accumulated results from the process of training, the transformation 
through the willpower, the ability to exploit the creative power, creative 
imagination, the ability to make decisions, disciplined and creative 
actions, new skills, confidence, creative power, holiness, autonomy, 
learning from trial and mistake, opportunity, the ability to solve the 
problem, the quickness (the skill of the hand), the adaptation to the 

change, the solidness, the center of attention.change, the solidness, the center of attention.
Self-promotion, independent, ingenuity, medical expertise, language 
ability, creativity, good use of existing equipment, creating new 

projects of lasting value, action, modern technology, central nervous 
system, lungs, hands, five senses, bisexual, master the fate of yourself, 

master the soul of yourself.
The Magician will create a higher use – and better – for all the power of 
a person, including spirit, emotion, and other powers. This is another 
card that often shows new beginnings and great expectations. This is a 
strong, positive omen in the spreading. This card reminds us that if we 
simply try our best, we have the power to make changes in life and 

also in the big world.



 II. THE HIGH PRIESTESS.
«Don’t judge a book by its cover.»

Reversed High Priestess Meaning:
The High Priestess appears in the upright when you need to be aware 
of the deepest feelings and listen to your inner voice. Something in the 
present situation deeply affects your subconscious. Now it is the time 
to express, meditate, pray, and connect with your inner self and 

believe in feelings.
In general, even with the reversed meaning, the High Priestess is still In general, even with the reversed meaning, the High Priestess is still 
a card of spirit, often with the implication of lust. When it appears in 
reverse, in many forms, the energy lines of power, attraction, and 
intuition that the High Priestess brings will be difficult to catch. But 
the energy is still there, you should try to find it, feel it and let it leads 

the way.
You may have trouble listening to what your intuition is saying. In You may have trouble listening to what your intuition is saying. In 
that case, it is a clear sign that you need to slow down, spend time on 
reflecting, meditating, and being alone and pondering. Or, you should 
look for other approaches, like blogging or doing yoga. The thing you 
are looking for is still there, believe and listen to your inner self.

II.THE HIGH PRIESTESS. (reversed)
«Still waters run deep.»

Upright High Priestess Meaning:
This card is the guardian of the unconscious. She sits in front of the 
shade of an indeterminate state, the only thing that separates us from 

the inner world of each one. Hidden inside her is the secret of 
everything and it quietly conveyed to us the message: “Stay there and 

know that I am God”.
This character is often described as a guardian of the subconscious. This character is often described as a guardian of the subconscious. 
She sits in front of a thin veil of awareness, which separates us from 

the inner within ourselves.
Apparently, she knows the secrets of how to approach these fields and Apparently, she knows the secrets of how to approach these fields and 

represents the spiritual and soul enlightenment, knowledge of 
prophecy, and wisdom. Therefore, she has a deep intuitive 

understanding of the universe and uses this knowledge to teach 
instead of controlling others. She often appears in the Tarot spreads 
when you need to listen and believe in the call of the inner self.
She is a gentle female factor to balance with masculinity from the She is a gentle female factor to balance with masculinity from the 
Magician. The prototype for the feminine element in the tarot deck.



 III. THE EMPRESS.
«A good wife makes a good husband.»

Reversed Empress Meaning:
The Empress reversed indicates that you have lost too much of your The Empress reversed indicates that you have lost too much of your 
own willpower and strength because you have started placing too 

much effort and concern to other people’s affairs. While the Empress's 
nature is of showering her loved ones with attention and care, this 
can sometimes go overboard. You might be neglecting your own 

needs, or even smothering the ones you love with your 
well-intentioned actions.

In a role reversal, perhaps a reversed Empress is finding her way into In a role reversal, perhaps a reversed Empress is finding her way into 
your life; it could also mean that you are relying on others to take 
care of you, and make decisions for you. You need to work towards 
removing this influence on your life, and build confidence in your own 
actions. Always try as much as you can to ensure that you solve 
matters on your own.In general, the Empress reversed implies that 
you are feeling dissatisfied because something is missing or missing 
in your life, or because you want to find something creative, in your life, or because you want to find something creative, 

meaningful or satisfying to do but you do not know what it is. This 
card may represent an obstacle to creativity. You may feel depressed 
or negative. The work itself seems too heavy and trivial. This is not 
the time to think, instead act or execute. You are becoming 

overloaded and mental pursuits will not bring you the things you 
need. Trying to put more effort according to what your wisdom or 
thoughtful thinking tells you will only cause frustration or lead you thoughtful thinking tells you will only cause frustration or lead you 

astray.

III. THE EMPRESS. (reversed)
«A woman's in pain, a woman's in woe, a woman is ill when she likes to be so.»

Upright Empress Meaning:
The Empress is associated with fertility, expression, creativity and The Empress is associated with fertility, expression, creativity and 
nurturing among many other aspects. The Empress is also a strong 
indication of pregnancy and motherhood. You can look for other cards 
to confirm if this is truly pregnancy, or rather just an indication of a 
motherly, nurturing and caring attitude. The Empress card could also 
mean the birth of a new idea, business or project on your life. Owing to 
the good fortune that surrounds this card, you can be sure that such 
situations and projects would end successfully in your life. Discover situations and projects would end successfully in your life. Discover 
and bring forth those ideas that have been clinging to you and make 
sure that you devote yourself towards accomplishing them. This card 
is a sign that they are going to be successful, and well taken care of.
The Empress is a component of female power, the mysterious, 

unpredictable, symbolizing the birth and attraction. She predicts want 
to touch the feminine side of each person, listening intuitively, 

emotionally and passionately. Besides, she is also a sign of prosperity.



IV.THE EMPEROR.
«The pen is mightier than the sword.»

Reversed Emperor Meaning:
When the Emperor card appears in reverse, it may imply that he 
overuse the power around you at this point. He can be surprisingly 
overbearing and stubborn in his thoughts. This may start from you or 
another person, usually the owner, partner, or father figure. It could 
be a man who is insecure in his thoughts and in need of control.
It looks like a dark-haired man leading you in the wrong direction. It looks like a dark-haired man leading you in the wrong direction. 
You should ignore the look and consider what that person really 
brings to you. Do not get too tired if this person tries to say that you 
should do this/ or that, see what is really useful to do and keep 

ignoring the rest.
The Emperor reversed tells you that you are overwhelmed by your The Emperor reversed tells you that you are overwhelmed by your 

heart and even go against what your mind and logic are telling you. In 
general, this is not bad, but ideally, you have to balance both. You 
should use both mind and heart, that is what the reversed card wants 
to say. You may find it difficult and distracting now, as it is hard to 
stay focus. The reversed Emperor means that concentration is 

essential at the moment.
In a spread about the relationship, the Emperor reversed reveals that In a spread about the relationship, the Emperor reversed reveals that 
you may be in an unbalanced relationship and this makes you lack of 

happiness in the long run. Your partner may have become 
overbearing, possessive, dominant, and powerful.

IV.THE EMPEROR. (reversed)
«If you wish to know what a man is, place him in authority.»

Upright Emperor  Meaning:
As a prototype, the typical white man’s beard symbolizes authority and 
leadership. It gives the impression that this man has many years of 
experience and comprehension of his mind. He is worthy of listening 

because he foresees every result from his own actions.
The Emperor is the image of the leader of the Tarot deck. This man is The Emperor is the image of the leader of the Tarot deck. This man is 

the “pillar” to defend and protect whom or what he loves. He 
established a strong family lineage and is often considered as the 
patriarch of a huge system of clan members. Also, he gives advice, 
guidance and the right thing to others and demonstrates his power 

and profound knowledge.
The Emperor in the upright indicates that there is the appearance of The Emperor in the upright indicates that there is the appearance of 
an elderly man in your present circumstances. He can be a colleague, 
your father or someone like him. Maybe this person has special 

feelings for you. Do not ignore this person just because of age issues. 
You may feel that this person is in control of “martial law” and can 
make you feel unbearable, but that person is just trying to show you 
that the rule created for a reason and the law has its place – it will 
help you better. Most of all, this person teaches you that the benefits help you better. Most of all, this person teaches you that the benefits 
of logic and structure will overwhelm the desire and momentary 

feelings.



V. THE HIEROPHANT.
«If God didn't exist it would be necessary to invent him.»

Reversed Hierophant Meaning:
Traditional ways do not appeal to you anymore and you want to do 

things your way.
If you belong to a group, The Hierophant might indicate that you are 
feeling forced to conform to the rules of the group but you do not 

actually agree with them.
The appearance of this card might suggest a scandal caused by The appearance of this card might suggest a scandal caused by 
immoral behavior. This may lead of your expulsion from a group – 

your family, the church, or friends.
The Hierophant reversed shows that you are feeling restricted or The Hierophant reversed shows that you are feeling restricted or 

constrained by fixed structures and rules, and so you feel lost most of 
the flexibility and sense of initiative in your life. You have a strong 
desire to go against the rules and get out of the traditional principles 
or maybe you are tempted to go down the path of unorthodox action, 
do something that is not true to your nature or against social norms.
This reversed card indicates that other people do not understand your This reversed card indicates that other people do not understand your 
starting point or the reason why you believe that some actions are 
right. These people are not always the most loved by you or closest to 
you, in other words, they do not always understand whenever you 

make a tough decision

V. THE HIEROPHANT. (reversed)
«All religions are founded on the fear of the many and the cleverness of the few.»

Upright Hierophant Meaning:
The Hierophant card suggests that it’s better for you to follow social The Hierophant card suggests that it’s better for you to follow social 
structures which are established and have their own traditions. You 
might be involved in certain ceremonies, rituals or other religious 
trappings, for instance. When it comes to tarot readings, this 

particular card is most commonly representative of institutions as well 
as their core values. This is a sign that shows that you need to 

conform to the already existing set of rules and situations which are 
fixed already. The Hierophant love meaning in tarot can also represent fixed already. The Hierophant love meaning in tarot can also represent 
the more spiritual aspects of love, and a reminder that our partners 
should be treated morally, and lovingly. Sometimes, this card can also 

indicate marriage.
The Hierophant can also come into your life as a psychologist, mentor, 
pastor, or spiritual leader who will convey wisdom and source of 
knowledge. That person may be a specialist or a good and generous 
conductor who cultivates a sense of religion. You will learn many new 
things from this person because you have the wisdom which brings 

you valuable advice and instruct



VI. THE LOVERS.
«The course of true love never did run smooth.»

Reversed Lovers Meaning:
The Lovers reversed can point to both inner and outer conflicts that The Lovers reversed can point to both inner and outer conflicts that 
you are dealing with. The disharmony can make daily life difficult and 
could be putting pressure on your relationships. You should take time 
to think about what you are punishing yourself for, so you can fix 
them or let them go. At this time, you should also think about your 
personal values and belief system to make sure that they are aligned 

with what you want from your life.
A break in communication could be another possible interpretation. A break in communication could be another possible interpretation. 
The foundation for your relationships may be cut off, creating an 
imbalance between you and your partner or loved ones. The unity 

normally present within the card has become lopsided. 
The Lovers reversed can also indicate that you have been avoiding The Lovers reversed can also indicate that you have been avoiding 
responsibility for your actions. You could have made a decision that 
was based on your desire for immediate gratification but are now 
blaming others for the consequences that are catching up to you. So, 
you need to make amends or let go of the past and make better 

decisions in the future.

VI. THE LOVERS. (reversed)
«Truth will out.»

Upright Lovers Meaning:
The primary meaning within the Lovers is harmony, attractiveness, The primary meaning within the Lovers is harmony, attractiveness, 
and perfection in a relationship. The trust and the unity that the lovers 
have gives each of them confidence and strength, empowering the 
other. The bond that they have created is very strong, and it can 
indicate that the two are joined in marriage, and other close and 

intimate relationships. 
Another meaning behind the lovers card is the concept of choice - a Another meaning behind the lovers card is the concept of choice - a 
choice between things that are opposing and mutually exclusive. This 
could be a dilemma that you need to think about carefully and make 

the best decision for your situation.
The Lovers in the upright often appears when you face important life The Lovers in the upright often appears when you face important life 

decisions and have to choose the right path to follow. It can 
foreshadow a romantic journey, often accompanied by experiment or 
selection. Bonding, physiological adjustment, love, and marriage can 
take over your mind. You may be concerned with the process of an 
important relationship. When two of Cups also appear in a spreading, 

you may be in a  significant relationship.



VII. THE CHARIOT.
«None but the brave deserve the fair.»

Reversed Chariot Meaning:
Appearing in the reverse, The Chariot is acknowledging the feeling of Appearing in the reverse, The Chariot is acknowledging the feeling of 
a lack of control over your life. It is suggesting that you take a 

moment to figure out what it is that is causing these feelings and to 
give yourself time to fix the situation. Of course, this is much easier 
said than done, but it’s important to remember that The Chariot 
speaks to your strength. Even in a reversed position, you are still 
tough enough to get back on track even if things seem hopeless. If 
you feel as though life is moving on and leaving you behind, The you feel as though life is moving on and leaving you behind, The 

Chariot is very likely to pop up reversed in your reading. The lesson it 
teaches in this situation is a harsh one, as it’s a reminder that change 

will happen whether you want to go along with it or not.
You are feeling uncomfortable, unfocused and can not control your 
fate. You may be separated from the path you have set yourself for a 
while. You need to solve a situation involving conflicting forces. You 
feel being pulled in two directions and need to find a solution in 

between.
Maybe you are taking too many tasks and can not balance the Maybe you are taking too many tasks and can not balance the 

requirements at the same time. Literally, the Chariot in reverse can be 
troublesome in traveling or transporting, or the need to repair a car.

VII.  THE CHARIOT. (reversed)
«The greatest test of courage on earth is to bear defeat without losing heart.»

Upright Chariot Meaning:
The Chariot tarot card is all about overcoming challenges and gaining The Chariot tarot card is all about overcoming challenges and gaining 
victory through maintaining control of your surroundings. This perfect 
control and confidence allows the charioteer to emerge victorious in 
any situation. The use of strength and willpower are critical in 

ensuring that you overcome the obstacles that lie in your path. The 
Chariot's message comes to make you stronger as you strive to achieve 

your goals.
The key message that he brings to you is that you must maintain The key message that he brings to you is that you must maintain 
focus, confidence, and determination through a process that will be 
full of winding turns and detours. If you have a plan or a project that 
you seem not to be sure about, the Chariot shows that you should 
pursue the plan with a structured and ordered approach. Your 

boldness will ensure that you achieve all that you should in this goal.
At work, the Chariot implies that it is important not to let the little At work, the Chariot implies that it is important not to let the little 
stuff full fill your mind. There will probably be a person protesting 
against you (accidentally or intentionally). Do not let those things 

bother you. Do the best you can, and do not waste your time thinking 
what others think or comment on your efforts. If you are right (and 
probably will be) then they will know that. You may be feeling the rush 

in your heart and ready to move forward.



VIII. STRENGTH.
«Strength does not come from physical capacity. It comes from indomitable wilt.»

Reversed Strength Meaning:
The Strength Tarot card in the upright represents a higher level of The Strength Tarot card in the upright represents a higher level of 
awareness that allows you to take responsibility for yourself so that 
you can master yourself and your own world. This card reminds us 
that within each of us there is a part of empathy and instinct that will 

manifest itself in a frequent or a rare way, depending on each 
individual.

The Strength Tarot card appears in the deck when the qualities need The Strength Tarot card appears in the deck when the qualities need 
to be shown. It can be a reminder not to be discouraged and give up. 
You have enough mental strength to endure and win the glory. If you 
are being pushed too hard, it is time to know how to get out of reality 
and ask yourself to be patient. If anybody or situation is making you 
mad, remember, the power comes from love and self-reliance. These 

things will come to you in the most difficult moments.
The Strength reversed also suggests that perhaps you have begun to The Strength reversed also suggests that perhaps you have begun to 

doubt yourself as well as lose some of your self-control and 
self-confidence. Rather than playing the role of a leader and 

expressing your goals, you may fall into the spiral of self-doubt and 
gradually depend on the feelings and actions of others who then 

control yourself.

VIII. STRENGTH. (reversed)
«He who is not courageous enough to take risks will accomplish nothing in life.»

Upright StrengthMeaning:
When you get the Strength card in an upright manner during your When you get the Strength card in an upright manner during your 
tarot reading, then it shows that you have inner strength and fortitude 
during moments of danger and distress. It shows that you have the 
ability to remain calm and strong even when your life is going through 
immense struggle. It also shows that you are a compassionate person 
and you always have time for other people even if it's at your own 

expense. 
Getting the strength card means that you are a very patient individual Getting the strength card means that you are a very patient individual 
who is likely to accomplish anything that they put their mind to. Your 
resilience will greatly aid you, and your fearlessness means that you 
should have no issues speaking your mind. This card also indicates 
this kind of compassion will always be rewarded with having a lot of 

stability in your life either presently on in the near future.
The Strength Tarot card in the upright represents a higher level of The Strength Tarot card in the upright represents a higher level of 
awareness that allows you to take responsibility for yourself so that 
you can master yourself and your own world. This card reminds us 
that within each of us there is a part of empathy and instinct that will 

manifest itself in a frequent or a rare way, depending on each 
individual.

This card suggests that you should rely on inner strength, patience This card suggests that you should rely on inner strength, patience 
and courtesy to solve your problems. Now it is the time to have faith in 
yourself. Your position is steady and you can deal with someone who 
constantly harasses you. You can guide your passionate instincts to be 
healthy and successful. A polite and diplomatic approach will lead to 
success. If you ask about your health, you may be healed and your 

vitality will be restored.



IX. THE HERMIT.
«Many receive advice, only the wise profit by it.»

Reversed  Hermit  Meaning:
Those who are non-social, only care about yourself, unruly or stupid 
people, exiled man, a lonely person, the idiot, the irresponsible, 
people who deny the truth, someone that being separated or 

separated from others, he is extremely independent and lonely, the 
characters are isolated and paranoid.

When reversed, you are perhaps in a situation where you'd like to be When reversed, you are perhaps in a situation where you'd like to be 
alone; there is nothing wrong about that. However, there is a 

possibility that your seclusion may become harmful to both yourself 
and others. Though the Hermit sets forwards with noble intentions to 
search for his inner truth, his path inward may also be filled with 
great danger. Going inward may lead to madness and the abyss, for 
the unconscious is filled with images that he may not yet understand, 
lurking and waiting to lure you ever inside. Like a man that gets lost lurking and waiting to lure you ever inside. Like a man that gets lost 
in his own dreams, the hermit may find himself stuck in a world of 
his own, alone, trapped, unreal. You must learn to balance your need 

for truth with connection to your fellow human.
You may fall into the situation of doing something your way in which 
you refuse the good advice of others. The tendency to get rid of others 
from your life can make you feel lonely and denied. That personality 

trait can even lead to a breakdown of the relationship.

IX.  THE HERMIT. (reversed)
«It is human nature to think wisely and to act foolishly.»

Upright Hermit Meaning:
The Hermit is a seeker for the knowledge that comes from within. A The Hermit is a seeker for the knowledge that comes from within. A 
lonely wanderer in the path of the night, he searches for that which 
can only be gained with long periods of solitude - the inner voice. To 
hear it, he must disconnect from the crowds whose voices and desires 
threaten to overcome his own. He walks through the dark night of his 
unconscious, guided only by the low light of the northern star, with his 
destination being his home, his self. You are currently contemplating 

that you need to be alone.that you need to be alone.
The process of reflecting on this Tarot card shows you how to enhance 
your wisdom. You need to find your own source of light, project it into 

your soul and create your own path. Through meditation and 
intuition, the Hermit allows you to connect with the wise man that is 

always available in you.
There is a high possibility that someone will appear as your mentor or 
leader, even if that person will not “teach” you directly. You will learn a 
lot from that person at many levels. You should prioritize the need to 
withdraw from your daily life for a period of time – this will not last 

forever. 



X. THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE .
"Fortune favors the bold."

Reversed  The Wheel of Fortune  Meaning:
When the Fortune card appears in reverse, luck is no longer with you. 
Events change in an unfavorable way for you, causing you a lot of 
trouble and changing your world dramatically, which seems to be the 

worst one.
It also means there are many changes in things, circumstances, It also means there are many changes in things, circumstances, 
environments. In most cases, these are positive and necessary 

changes, but for some people, change can be very difficult and even 
annoying. If you need help to face the change, go for it. Do not force 
yourself to do it on your own, do not confront the wave, be flexible 
with it and accept that change is the inevitable rule of life. It would be 

useless going against it.
What can you do to improve your fortune and take control of your What can you do to improve your fortune and take control of your 
destiny? Despite failures, you can get lessons in life and prepare for 
many ups and downs which are about to come. You need to take 
responsibility for the present and the future as well as find ways to 

bring more positive results.

X.  THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE. (reversed)
«The only sure thing about luck is that it will change.»

Upright The Wheel of Fortune Meaning:
There are good times and bad times. Even if the external environment 
is difficult and challenging, you will still have a good time and can 
concentrate on creating joy and comfort. The lesson from this card is 
that you need to accept ups and downs in life. If you always want good 

things, you will not appreciate what you have.
Sometimes hard times will show the contrast and necessary concept to Sometimes hard times will show the contrast and necessary concept to 
realize that you are still very lucky. So, when the good time comes, just 
enjoy but do not be complacent because this advantage can always 
change. When you are in a difficult situation, do not be discouraged 
because even if things are getting worst, life is still open to the 

prospect that everything can be better.
This card in the upright symbolizes many external factors affecting This card in the upright symbolizes many external factors affecting 
your situation that you may not know or can not control. It is as if the 
Universe is just creating what it like at this moment, and as a result, 

you can not predict or feel like losing your temper.
It is important for us to understand that we take part in creating the It is important for us to understand that we take part in creating the 
cause of our lives. Things can rarely come from “out of nowhere” and 
we are just “piteous victims”. You need to take responsibility fairly and 
move on. Sometimes, things can naturally happen, if so, remember 
that you are never alone and seek help. The help you need is always 

out there.



XI.  JUSTICE .
"A good anval does not fear the hammer."

Reversed Justice Meaning:
A reversed Justice tarot card could indicate various things. One A reversed Justice tarot card could indicate various things. One 

Justice reversal meaning is to show you are living in denial. You are 
not willing to accept the consequences of your actions or others. You 
are running from your guilt. You must however, be aware that these 
are actions that are in the past. Your future depends on your actions 
today - and what you will do to tip the scales in balance again. How 
can you make up for your wrongs? Taking action gives you a chance 
to change and stop judging yourself. In legal matters, this could to change and stop judging yourself. In legal matters, this could 
represent an unfair outcome of a case that you will not accept.

Just like the upright meaning, the Justice reversed is the embodiment 
of the law of cause and effect, which states that every event, every 
human being is linked together. It’s important to remember that not 
everything you face comes directly from your actions, which may be 
due to someone that you care about, and this can be difficult and 
challenging when you have to deal with the consequences that you 

have caused before. Do not blame yourself unnecessarily.

XI.  JUSTICE. (reversed)
«Actions speak louder than words.»

Upright Justice Meaning:
The decisions that you make now have long-term effects in all things, The decisions that you make now have long-term effects in all things, 
both for yourself and others. There will always come a time where you 
will be judged. The Justice tarot card appearing in a reading signals 
that a judgment will be made fairly and accordingly. The decisions that 
you have made in the past will be carefully weighed with fairness. Your 
feelings around this card may differ depending on your situation.

If you have been wronged, this card's appearance may bring you relief. If you have been wronged, this card's appearance may bring you relief. 
On the other hand, if your actions caused pain to others, this card 
serves as a warning. Her appearance represents a chance for you to 
change your actions now for a better future. When a tarot card reading 
shows the figure of justice, it is time to account for your actions. 
Another meaning of the Justice card is truth. Truth must come to Another meaning of the Justice card is truth. Truth must come to 

pass, and this cannot be found from the mouths and gossip of others. 
Instead, it's based on facts. Learn the truth about others and yourself, 
speak and know the truth before passing a judgment. During a 

reading, when you see the Justice Tarot card, you need to be fair in all 
your deeds. By following the right procedure to learn the truth, you 

will understand what your tasks are.
Another meaning of Justice Tarot card during a reading is to symbolize Another meaning of Justice Tarot card during a reading is to symbolize 
that attention is needed. It could be about your life, career or just an 
important decision that you need to make. If you have been unsure 
about something, it is time to get a solution once and for all.



XII.  THE HANGED MAN.
«Patience is virtue.»

Reversed Hanged Man Meaning:
The Hanged Man reversed implies that you are losing confidence in The Hanged Man reversed implies that you are losing confidence in 
your ability to overcome obstacles in life. You may be denied mental 
support. This is a very important time to ponder and restore your 

belief in the ability to overcome the problems of life. Thus, you should 
be aware that this difficult time will soon be over and accept realistic 

situations and be happy with yourself.
In addition, you may be feeling self-deprecating and not willing to In addition, you may be feeling self-deprecating and not willing to 
sacrifice or compromise for a better result. Maybe you are being 

selfish or even arrogant, separating yourself from those who are trying 
to cooperate with you.

For some reason, you are not honest with yourself. Perhaps you are For some reason, you are not honest with yourself. Perhaps you are 
sacrificing your life for no good reason. You can live on the desires of 
others and you deny the need and value within you. Are you playing 
the role of a martyr in a relationship? Such behavior can only lead to 
feelings of hopelessness and reluctance to associate with a worthwhile 

goal. You may not be willing to sacrifice for the better.х

XII.  THE HANGED MAN. (reversed)
« Everything comes to him who waits.»

Upright Hanged ManMeaning:
The Hanged Man Tarot card is one of the most mysterious cards in the The Hanged Man Tarot card is one of the most mysterious cards in the 
deck, simple yet complicated, and inconsistent in many ways.This is 
the card of absolute concession, to know the time to stop, to suffer, 
and to sacrifice to achieve better. The Hanged Man is a figment of 
contemplation about breaking down the bad habits and behavior 

which are holding you back.
It is time for the attitudes and desires that are no longer useful to It is time for the attitudes and desires that are no longer useful to 
disappear from your life. Being sacrificed instead of holding on to 
something will bring out more positive changes. Most of all, it is time 
to ponder and contemplate, especially when you are eager to see what 

is useful to you.
Perhaps you have to work hard or sacrifice to achieve more wonderful Perhaps you have to work hard or sacrifice to achieve more wonderful 
things. You can join the group of people who sacrifice like the way you 
do and need to give up the old ones to make way for the new ones. In 
addition, you can give up selfish desire in love and bondage to others 
(or even a relationship because you realize it causes the disadvantage). 
Time spent on contemplation, resting, relaxing, thinking is worth it. 
You need to reconnect with the spiritual life. It is possible that you are 
over anxious and need to connect with the higher power. Other people over anxious and need to connect with the higher power. Other people 

most likely do not understand your motivation. 



XIII.  DEATH.
«A man can die but once.»

Reversed Death  Meaning:
You must pay special attention to cultivating positive attitudes. Even You must pay special attention to cultivating positive attitudes. Even 
if you are lost in the middle of negative emotions, tell yourself that 
everything will be alright. It will be quick and less hurt if you allow 
yourself to seek help from outside. Do not try to resist the change. 
Allow yourself to feel but do not indulge in pain and regret. If you 
need support to pull yourself out of the mess, step outside. We are 
not sent to this life to endure forever. Even though it seems like we 
really do not own anything but this body, there is always a step really do not own anything but this body, there is always a step 
ahead. Let’s walk away and help other people to go their own ways. 

You have more to give than you think.
When the Death card appears in reverse, you are trying to hold a 
situation, relationship, or an outdated view that really needs to be 
eliminated. Your fear of change ties you to the past and hinders your 
growth. What are you afraid of? Your resistance to the necessary 

change will make the experience more painful when things happen. It 
will be better to face the problem courageously and adjustably rather 

than to go through the changes involuntarily.

XIII.  DEATH. (reversed)
« Don’t cry out before you are hurt.»

Upright Death Meaning:
Generally depicted as a traditional grim reaper, Death can seem scary 
to those who are unfamiliar with his sunken face, but don’t panic.

While Death absolutely signifies the end, he also is symbolic of rebirth. 
The current chapter of your life is coming to a close, and you are now 

entering the next one.
Death is more about closure and moving on from the past rather than Death is more about closure and moving on from the past rather than 
the part of the past that is dying. He reminds us that breaking old 
habits and renewing ourselves is the key to our overall well being.
The Death Tarot card tells you to develop positive attitudes. The Death Tarot card tells you to develop positive attitudes. 

Understand that even if you are lost in the “fog of the soul”, then 
everything will be fine. Do not resist change. Allow yourself to feel what 
it really feels, but do not indulge in despair. If you need help pulling 
yourself out of any pain or loss, step out. There is always someone out 
there willing to share with you, even if you feel lonely, the fact that 

there are more people interested in you than you think.
Now it is the time to give up the attitudes and circumstances that you Now it is the time to give up the attitudes and circumstances that you 
have formed and built to move on to a new page of life. A loss may 
occur. All the useless and outdated things need to be eliminated. This 

is the time of the end and the time of the new beginning.



XIV.  TEMPERANCE.
"Good things come to those who wait."

Reversed Temperance Meaning:
Just like the upright meaning, the Temperance reversed Tarot is the Just like the upright meaning, the Temperance reversed Tarot is the 
card that talks about balance and relationship types. Friendship, 

family, love, and colleagues, all your specific concern needs when you 
see this card. In the opposite position, we are encouraged to 
experiment in different areas of our lives more. You can try out 

different options for things before you find the one that works best for 
you.

In a Tarot spread, the Temperance Tarot card can represent a need In a Tarot spread, the Temperance Tarot card can represent a need 
for harmony, especially when there are extremely intense cardsъъъ. 
This card may also indicate a need for balance. In situations of 
conflict, Temperance shows compromise and cooperation are 

essential. Look for opportunities to bring opposition parties together. 
In fact, temperance maybe means adjustment by adding a new 
ingredient. By combining and reuniting, we will create harmony or 
ideal solution. Temperance is a card of good health in all aspects – ideal solution. Temperance is a card of good health in all aspects – 
physical, mental and emotional. When illness or disease are causing 
trouble, the Temperance offers the promise of vitality and satisfaction.

XIV.  TEMPERANCE. (reversed)
« Patience is a plaster for all sores.»

Upright Temperance Meaning:
This card demonstrates the ability to limit and control yourself. In a This card demonstrates the ability to limit and control yourself. In a 
world full of fascinating passions, we need to find a balance for 

ourselves. May judgments be a bit boring? Temperance’s energy seems 
unlikely to excite on the outside, but it is peaceful in the center of the 
storm. Everything around is stirring up, but at the center, it is still a 

point to keep things balanced.
The Temperance Tarot is a balance card in many forms and The Temperance Tarot is a balance card in many forms and 
relationship: friendship, family, love, and colleagues, all of your 

concern needs. This is also a special strength card (alchemy) or mix 
and match. You may have to try several different methods for things 

before finding something that works for you.
In general, although all of your relationships are almost entirely good, In general, although all of your relationships are almost entirely good, 
you may need to look back on your deeper personal issues and see if 
they are blocking your way. And if so, how to overcome them and 

combine them. The present idea is to do what in order to find balance 
in yourself, in your relationships, with your goals and your passion.



XV.  THE DEVIL
«Money is the root of all evil.»

Reversed Devil Meaning:
With the Devil Tarot card in reverse, your positive attitude and point With the Devil Tarot card in reverse, your positive attitude and point 
of view are still very important. Especially if you are having difficulty 
keeping a good attitude, consider the people around you and who are 
really your friends. Keep the active person by your side, or are you 
surrounded by over-critical people who complained and scolded you 
at those mistakes you have made? Sow thought, reap an action. Life 

isn’t about keeping score. This card again reminds you that 
everything is not what it seems, you are not really tied up. Even if you everything is not what it seems, you are not really tied up. Even if you 
are, they can not oblige your spirit, soul, or mind, use your own 

freedom!
On the negative side, the Devil Tarot implies that you may act like you 
are the center of attention or in a greedy way. You may have to choose 
between money and happiness. Your physical desire or power can 
become an obsession. Most likely someone is controlling or enticing 
you. At present, you are prone to depression if you do not remove the 
knot that is tying you up. Many things that hold you back are caused 
by you and you are ready to face them. The negative meaning of the 
reversed Devil card warns about involvement in sexual misconduct. reversed Devil card warns about involvement in sexual misconduct. 
You feel hopeless when stuck in a situation that you can not bear its 

burden.

XV.  THE DEVIL. (reversed)
« He that mischief hatches mischief catches.»

Upright Devil Meaning:
Those are too concerned about money, those with unhealthy relationships, 
those are greedy and stingy, those dominated by sexual desire, negative 
people, women who are victims of brutes, those have lives associated with 

slavery.
The Devil Tarot card is not a “terrible” card to interpret as depicted on The Devil Tarot card is not a “terrible” card to interpret as depicted on 

most Tarot decks. This is a card of slavery, but this is often 
metaphorical and within our minds. With this card, you are called to 
look deeply at the outside and find out the truth and meaning of a 

situation.
Take a look at reality. How did you become a slave in your own life? Take a look at reality. How did you become a slave in your own life? 
Have you fallen into a network of unhealthy relationships? Are you 
greedy and afraid of losing material wealth? Are you using the money 

to trade love? 
The Devil Tarot warns you of using your power or influence to enslave The Devil Tarot warns you of using your power or influence to enslave 
or control others. You are trapped in a cramped scene that you have 
created yourself and it’s time to face your fear and inhibition. Your 
desperation and your beliefs that you can not change are restraining 

your growth. 



XVI.  THE TOWER.
"Hope for the best, but prepare for the worst."

Reversed Tower  Meaning:
The Tower reversed still implies that unfortunately some The Tower reversed still implies that unfortunately some 

people/circumstances that you believe will “always be there for you” 
will be able to change, no longer be the same and of course, you will 
not be able to count on it anymore. Try not to think too much about 
this, it does not imply a big, terrible change in your life. It is just a few 
changes. Keep your mind clearing about the fact that you always have 
– or can get – all the resources you need, to solve your problems in life 

and do what you need to do.and do what you need to do.
On the negative side of the card, you can feel depressed by the 

injustice or unfairness in your life. The structure or relationships that 
you have may suddenly break down or disappear. You feel 

constrained, hindered, restricted. Imprisonment, in reality, is rarely 
likely to occur. You feel trapped in a negative situation without a way 
out. Now you have to face the trouble that could have been avoided. 

You suffer the consequences of mistakes in the past.

XVI.  THE TOWER. (reversed)
« All good things must come to an end."

Upright Tower Meaning:
 It represents a large, sudden or reversal of destiny. Often the change 
occurs gradually, giving us time to adapt, but sometimes it happens too 

fast and suddenly. This is the influence of the Tower.
Sudden events just like the way your life gets you up. Some things are no Sudden events just like the way your life gets you up. Some things are no 
longer on the same path as they used to be, and you can not react to 
those changes. The Tower Tarot card is a card of change. Like the Devil 
and Death, this is not a scary card or carries the omen as its drawings in 
most Tarot decks. Trying to cling to a situation that may be detrimental to 

you at the present. Just go with the flow.
When you see the Tower Tarot card in a spread, you may feel scared, When you see the Tower Tarot card in a spread, you may feel scared, 
shocked and insecure. You feel confused when you want to find out how 
misleading, innocent or blind of yourself to a particular situation is. Now, 
what are you going to do and how will you handle it in this surreal reality? 
You may experience sleepless nights, stress, grief, anger and conflict. 
These are the usual reactions to major changes in the outside world and 

within you.
Now it is the time to free yourself from the social constraints and false Now it is the time to free yourself from the social constraints and false 
beliefs that hinder your development. The mechanisms of confinement 
must be broken before you can enlighten. Sometimes, this card predicts 
theft, losing job, family quarrels, or property troubles. The old order must 
be torn down making room for the new one. Bad structures will collapse.



XVII.  THE STAR.
"The man who lives only by hope will die with despair."

Reversed Star  Meaning:
In the reversed position, you will still feel more hope for the future 
and be more confident that your emotional or financial needs will be 
met. You will also find that you have good reasons to feel optimistic 

and your prospects are bright.
Even in reverse, this card still is a good omen. Be honest about what Even in reverse, this card still is a good omen. Be honest about what 
you are feeling and see if you can find more reasons to be more 

optimistic and useful when searching. When this card appears in the 
reversed position, you tend to look at the problem in a negative way. 
Lift up your eyes! Once you are still breathing, there is always 

something you can expect.
When in the reversed position, this card still anticipat good things for When in the reversed position, this card still anticipat good things for 
the relationship, especially the relationship which is going on. 

However, there may be a barrier on one or both sides that will need to 
be resolved before the really good possibilities for the relationship can 
manifest.A pessimistic attitude or lack of confidence can prevent you 
from enjoying yourself. You are focusing on the negative side rather 
than the positive side. Your clutter can cause you to miss out on 
promising opportunities. There is a reason to believe in the future. promising opportunities. There is a reason to believe in the future. 
You may experience a difficult time accepting the recommended help. 

You may not see your own gold-digging.

XVII.  THE STAR. (reversed)
« In all things it is better to hope than to despair.»

Upright Star Meaning:
 This card is a good sign. You are probably ready to think positively. This 
is the time to do something special. What changes do you want to make or 

want to see in your life? 
It is a card of hope, protection, promise, joy, inspiration, luck and spiritual It is a card of hope, protection, promise, joy, inspiration, luck and spiritual 
happiness. Your guardian angel is watching you. A reaction or expected 
result is about to happen. This is a good time to develop yourself because 
you can achieve your ideal. This card often motivates the fortune-teller to 

develop a special talent. A young woman can light your life.
If you are struggling to find a new relationship, this would be a good time If you are struggling to find a new relationship, this would be a good time 
to meet someone new. If you are ready to love, go out and get along with 
everyone. A new relationship can happen at any time. If you’ve been linked 

to a relationship before, it can move to a new, higher, and more 
harmonious state.

The Star Tarot card in the upright tells that your current job will be very The Star Tarot card in the upright tells that your current job will be very 
good. If you are not satisfied with your current position, this is a good time 
to look for new opportunities if you are ready for them. Take a look at your 
curriculum vitae, read the guidelines and strategies on how to make 

positive career changes, and when the opportunity knocks, be prepared to 
respond.



XVIII.  THE MOON.
« All cats are grey in the dark.»

Reversed Moon Meaning:
Especially in this reversed position, the Moon reversed shows that 
things are going to be embarrassing for you and the things around 
you. Adapting to those issues is very important, rather than trying to 
force things or people to do something before they are ready, likely to 

the upright meaning.
This card tells that you should believe in your intuition. However, This card tells that you should believe in your intuition. However, 
when you draw the reversed card, your feelings are less clear and 
difficult to explain. Even so, do not ignore the messages you are 

receiving. Try to dig deeper into their meaning. Just as the meaning of 
the upright card, you have to be patient and wait for a long time to get 

answers from someone.
This is the time to clarify everything. Do not make any important This is the time to clarify everything. Do not make any important 

decisions until the chaos end. You will soon be able to clearly see the 
facts. In this process, you may need to confront your own obstacles. 
Some confusing problems have now become apparent. You start to 
recognize a secret enemy or a silent threat to destroy your happiness. 
With a negative turn, you will have to work hard to protect against 
theft, vandalism, fraud, misunderstandings, and excessive use of 

alcohol or drugs.alcohol or drugs.

XVIII.  THE MOON. (reversed)
« What is done by night appears by day.»

Upright Moon Meaning:
 You are definitely in a spiritual and intuitive state than ever, so it’s  You are definitely in a spiritual and intuitive state than ever, so it’s 
important that you believe in your instincts and feelings, even if you do 
not know where they come from. Also, when the Moon card appears in the 
upright, it does not give you any doubts but helps you realize that things 
are not always like its appearance. If you feel you can not trust someone, 
it’s likely that they are not trustworthy. Believe in your instincts. If you are 
waiting for someone’s answer, it may take you a long time to get it, try to 

be patient.be patient.
The Moon Tarot card refers to an emotional period of a relationship. 
Things can quickly become fierce or uncomfortable. Take a break if you 
need. Do not try to infer and argue in a fair way if you are forced to. 
Choose to treat your lover as a friend. Do not rush to end or start a new 
relationship. This is probably not the right time for both of these things.
Traditionally, the Moon Tarot card warns of lies, dishonesty, confusion, 
dangerous situations, self-deceit and fantasies away from reality (what we 

perceive are in the imagination often different from reality).



XIX.  THE SUN.
«The morning sun never lasts a day.»

Reversed Sun Meaning:
Things are generally going well for you, even if you draw this card in Things are generally going well for you, even if you draw this card in 
the opposite position. When the card is in the opposite position, you 
need to make a special effort to focus on your “blessings”. No matter 
who you are, or if something is wrong in your life, you do not have to 
doubt that you have much to be thankful for. Be always clear about 
these things, and you will have many blessings to come to you. This is 

a good time to socialize, meet new people and new friends.
The Sun reversed shows that if you are looking for a new job, it will be The Sun reversed shows that if you are looking for a new job, it will be 
a good sign. You need to focus on what you have to negotiate and 

your skills, as well as your talents, can bring benefits to the employer, 
so do not focus on what they can do for you. It also shows that you 
need to share the results of work with your partners whether you 
have done all or most of it. In short, your work is very stable and is 
geared toward new opportunities and advances. Just remember not to 
think that the job will always be good for you when this card appears.think that the job will always be good for you when this card appears.

In contrast, in a negative spread, the Sun in reverse refers to 
annoying but not overwhelming problems. For a while, you may feel 
like you are always in a deadlock. You may feel unloved or not 

appreciated. Your pessimistic view can adversely affect your health. 
Pregnancy and childcare can be your source of concern. You may 
experience a difficult time in a marriage or in love. Students may not 

take the exam as well as they expect.

XIX.  THE SUN. (reversed)
«If there were no clouds, we should not enjoy the sun.»

Upright Sun Meaning:
 When the Sun Tarot appears in the upright, it is a sign that you may find  When the Sun Tarot appears in the upright, it is a sign that you may find 
yourself feeling free over a period of time – maybe years. It is a great time 
to travel and experience many different things. This card speaks of vitality, 
freedom, joy, and self-expression.Things, in general, are probably going 
well for you. However, even though finances seem so good when you pull 
out of the card, that does not mean you have the right to lose focus on the 
list of important things in your life, and the money does not rank high on 
that list. This is a good time to socialize, meet new people and friends.that list. This is a good time to socialize, meet new people and friends.
Hope has appeared in your life. It is the time of hope, joy, celebration, 
success, optimism, achievement, luck, health and happiness. Time spent 
with good friends or with children is worth it. Those who are in school will 
do the tests well. Other tests turned to favorable directions. You have the 
ability to provide a conscious, reasonable, and thoughtful solution to 
problems. In addition, you will feel energetic, healthy, and full of vitality.



XX.  JUDGEMENT.
«Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.»

Reversed Judgement Meaning:
In general, this reversed card tells you that you should scrutinize In general, this reversed card tells you that you should scrutinize 

your decision-making. If you are inclined to make a hasty conclusion, 
you should stop. If others do the same for you or for your beloved 
ones, you can do nothing, except realize that it’s their problem, not 
yours. Sometimes, even the initial judgments seem unfair, but 
ultimately bring the best benefit to you. Take control of what’s at 

hand and ignore the rest.
The Judgement Tarot card in reverse, once again, reminds you that The Judgement Tarot card in reverse, once again, reminds you that 
you need to open with new ideas and experiences. In real life, change 
is constant. This does not mean that you have to change things in a 
hurry and give up the spiritual experience that makes you feel 

comfortable, just only you will have more benefit if you approach in a 
new and different way. They are useful for you by the way you cannot 
be expected to, and you will never get these benefits until you really 

open up for certain changes.open up for certain changes.
The Judgement in reverse recommends you to pay attention to bad 
karma and learn from your past mistakes. You may need to ignore the 

loss and continue to live in a more constructive way.

XX.  JUDGEMENT. (reversed)
«Don't spit into the wind.»

Upright Judgement Meaning:
 In general, the Judgement Tarot means a cycle is about to end and you  In general, the Judgement Tarot means a cycle is about to end and you 
have to prepare for a new phase of development. You are reaching an 

important milestone for your development. You may face a very important 
decision that will change your plan for life. If you make this decision with 
full awareness of its transformative potential, the result will be beneficial. 
Now it is the time of great change and improvement, a process of 
regeneration. If you are considering changing jobs, you will achieve 

success.success.
As for health problems, healing and recovering will occur. If they involve 
legal issues, they will be decided in your favor. If you are a student, you 
will pass your exam. If you ask about a medical examination, the results 
will be favorable. This is the end of a cycle, a moment of innovation and 
awakening, and it is time to reap the results of previous actions. It is time 
to get rid of your past mistakes and prepare for a positive start. At this 

point, you can see everything is clearer.
The Judgement Tarot card represents a sense of salvation. When the angel The Judgement Tarot card represents a sense of salvation. When the angel 
calls, you are reborn – being washed from all sins and burdens. The past 
and mistakes should stay in the past so that you can be ready to start 
again. You can even feel a call – a personal urge for the things you are 
born to do. If you are going through hard times, needing hope and 
salvation, the card of Judgment can show you the innovation that is 

within reach.



XXI.  THE WORLD.
«In every beginning think of the end.»

Reversed World Meaning:
When the World Tarot card appears in reverse, you can understand 
that although there is a lot of potential and promise for you, you can 
still be stuck. This is a great time to see how well you can utilize your 
“help” capabilities when you need it. Remember that you do not have 

to do everything yourself.
Whether in the upright or reversed position, this is usually the card Whether in the upright or reversed position, this is usually the card 
that implies completion. You have worked hard, and you are nearing 
the end in a certain sense. You are almost done, do not give up! You 

absolutely need a worthy holiday, do not hesitate. You are 
approaching your “true self”, at the highest level. 

The reverse of the World Tarot card can sometimes refer to a trip you The reverse of the World Tarot card can sometimes refer to a trip you 
have planned to be delayed or simply that you may repeat an old 

journey.
The World Tarot card represents these moments and everything which The World Tarot card represents these moments and everything which 
is related to those moments. This is a very positive sign that you are 
ready to achieve your inner desire. That also depends on the 

situation, however, this will always make you feel great. You should 
remember that this 21st card is a symbol of dedication and active 
service. When drawing this card in a spread, we have to devote 

ourselves to it. That is the source of true happiness.

XXI.  THE WORLD. (reversed)
« All is well that ends well.»

Upright World Meaning:
 This card can be considered a card of fulfillment. You have worked hard, 
and you are nearing the end in a certain sense. You are almost done, do 
not give up! You almost certainly need a worthy holiday, do not hesitate. 

You are approaching your “true self” at the highest level.
It is possible that during this time you will be enlightened with important It is possible that during this time you will be enlightened with important 
spiritual insights. You should always keep a notebook in hand and take 
note of these things. You can also share them with others (including 
online sharing). We are all on a spiritual journey, and your insights may 

be helpful to others as well.
You have reached the final stage in the process of striving to reach the You have reached the final stage in the process of striving to reach the 
goal. Everything is fine and successful in your reach. Things are 

progressing smoothly as planned. You will get what you deserve. You feel 
full and complete. You came to the promised land. After this stage of 

completion, you will begin a new life cycle and face new experiences. When 
you finish this stage, you are about to start something new. You have the 

ability to travel far in the present.



ACE OF SWORDS :
«Thought is the blossom; language the bud; action the fruit behind it.»

Reversed Ace of Swords Meaning:
Overall, this Ace card in reverse shows that you need to be careful 
about your illusions. You will be very easy to trust the wrong person 
as well as very easy to have the thought that “this time” your 
ambitious aspirations will succeed. Always think carefully and 

cautiously.
In the spread about the job, the Ace of Swords reversed conveys the In the spread about the job, the Ace of Swords reversed conveys the 
message that you are likely to have a serious misunderstanding at 
work. Do not make a sudden move/change or do not think that the 
job you are doing well suddenly changes in the bad direction. If you 
are looking for a job, try to think from the perspective of the employer.
You may experience exploitation. Perhaps you are using too much You may experience exploitation. Perhaps you are using too much 
force than necessary to achieve your goal. Be careful not to be too 

aggressive, and do not bite the hand that feeds you. 
 You should think about your problem objectively, look for situations  You should think about your problem objectively, look for situations 
that are unfair or misleading and resolve them properly. Above all, 
you have to make sure that you are honest and ethical. This card will 
tell you that you have the inner resources to overcome all obstacles 

and find out the truth about your situation

ACE OF SWORDS :
« Don't bite the hand that feeds you». »

Upright Ace of Swords Meaning:

 As with all the aces, the Ace of Swords indicates that one is about to  As with all the aces, the Ace of Swords indicates that one is about to 
experience a moment of breakthrough. With its sharp blade and 

representing the power of the intellect, this sword has the ability to cut 
through deception and find truth. In layman's terms, this card represents 
that moment in which one can see the world from a new point of view, as a 
place that is filled with nothing but new possibilities. It is, therefore, the 
best time to work on your goals - as the aces all give green lights, and are 

signals of waiting opportunities and new beginnings.signals of waiting opportunities and new beginnings.
Ace of Swords may appear at the beginning of the intellectual activity. 
Since the cards of Sword are related to conflicts, contradiction, and 
difficulties, this card signifies the beginning of a promising business 

venture or venture that comes from adversity.
You have the discipline and determination to overcome obstacles and 
difficulties. Something positive and optimistic will emerge from the 

inevitable and painful changes in life. You have the strength and power at 
your disposal. Thus, you can concentrate your energy and intellectual 
resources to pursue a goal. Your logic, balance, and order will be needed. 
Sometimes, this card refers to relying on the law to resolve conflicts. In a 
spreading about health, this card can refer to the need for injection, 

dissection, or surgery.dissection, or surgery.



TWO OF SWORDS :
«Compromise makes a good umbrella, but a poor roof.»

Reversed Two of Swords  Meaning:

The Two of Swords in reverse is a card of co-operation and balance. The Two of Swords in reverse is a card of co-operation and balance. 
After all, you are ready to open your heart. It is time to develop those 
deep and meaningful relationships. The relationship can take place at 
an individual level or higher. However, you still need to keep an eye 
on other aspects of life, such as work, love, etc, in order not to let any 

one of them makes your life becomes unbalanced.
In general, this reversed card tells us that relationships in your life – In general, this reversed card tells us that relationships in your life – 
in every form – may become deeper and more important to you. 
However, be careful not to put too much attention to any certain 

relationship. You still have other priorities in your life.
You have recently made a decision or perhaps circumstances led to You have recently made a decision or perhaps circumstances led to 
decisions for you. Now you have to wait to see how the issue will be 
exposed. You will break the tension. Strong emotions are revealed and 
now you need to face it directly. Let’s get out of the deadlock and 

make changes. Your life is moving forward.

TWO OF SWORDS :
« Life cannot subsist in society but by reciprocal concessions. »

Upright Two of Swords Meaning:

 The most common barrier to a person is a closed heart. When we cut off  The most common barrier to a person is a closed heart. When we cut off 
our emotions, it also means that we cut off the flow of love so that they can 
not grow out anymore. Sometimes, this action is necessary, but it always 
comes at a price. Every time we close our hearts, we will always find it 
more difficult to open again. When two parties are tied up in their 
positions, separated instead of understanding each other, it could be 

considered a standstill. In order to break the situation, they have to break 
their walls and listen to each other. The message of this Swords card is their walls and listen to each other. The message of this Swords card is 
that we must open our hearts if we want to find peace and fullness.
You are in a dilemma and can not clearly define your path. You do not 
know whether to follow your heart or your mind. You make no headway 
because you are always hesitant whether you may go to the dead end or 
not.You think that you need to be in control of your emotions and use all 
your mental defenses to avoid having to deal with your feelings about a 
problem. You fall into the passive state when waiting for new things to 
happen before making a decision. You are suffering instead of taking 

action. The advice here is that you can not give in forever.action. The advice here is that you can not give in forever.



THREE OF SWORDS :
« It’s no use crying over spilled milk. »

Reversed Three of Swords Meaning:

In a Tarot spread, the Three of Swords represents all of the In a Tarot spread, the Three of Swords represents all of the 
discomforts that life sometimes throws at you. It can be betrayal, 
abandonment, rejection, separation or reversed fortunes. There are 
speechless pains as they come when you least expect. If you get this 
card, you probably already know what it is referring to; but if you do 
not know what the card specifically says, then it is a remarkable 

warning. Maybe in your life, there is something you do not know or do 
not want to admit. The pain comes when we do not pay attention. not want to admit. The pain comes when we do not pay attention. 
Therefore, you should consider the situation carefully, talk to the 
people around you and do not make assumptions. Just listen to the 

voice from within you, help you identify the problem.
In a spread about love, the Three of Swords in reverse implies a 
misunderstanding, sadness, and suffering. A relationship that has 
just ended or the person you think will be with you till the end is 
leaving. You can feel hurt but do not torture yourself. We all have 
more than just one soulmate. Remember that when one door closes, 
another one opens.The pain is about to pass. You can not save the 
lost relationship. Now the worst is over and instead the relive. If the 
separation occurs, it will not hurt as when this card appears in the separation occurs, it will not hurt as when this card appears in the 
upright. In the spreading, minor surgery or dental treatment may 

happen.

THREE OF SWORDS :
« All cruelty springs from hard heartedness and weakness. »

Upright Three of Swords Meaning:

 Sometimes life gives us no choice - we are knocked down. But what  Sometimes life gives us no choice - we are knocked down. But what 
determines one's future is the choice of whether to remain knocked down, 
or rise again. Each little piece of suffering you encounter serves as a 

stepping stone to find a deeper meaning in this world. This card comes at 
a time when you need to prepare yourself for this next stage in life. While 
the grief may be extremely hurtful, it enables you to forget your past and 
focus on your future knowing that you have control of what actions you 
take afterwards. Don’t dwell so much on what is troubling you but take afterwards. Don’t dwell so much on what is troubling you but 

instead, focus on what is approaching, because you determine your fate.
The Three of Swords describes a pain which is out of the blue. You feel like 
someone piercing a sharp sword through your heart. Small details such as 
a harsh comment make you feel hurt. You can see that the picture here is 
simply a heart and three swords. When your heart is broken, you will not 

feel anything but the pain of an open wound inside.
With this card, it is important to remember that each of us has a dark 
side. We are all human beings, and we all make mistakes, sometimes a 
serious mistake. Finally, what we can do is believe in the good of life and 
try to live up to that ideal. When you fall, forgive yourself and try to forgive 

others if they fall too.



 FOUR OF SWORDS :
« All cruelty springs from hard heartedness and weakness.»

Reversed Four of Swords Meaning:

In general, this card in reverse shows that you not only feel tired but 
also feel isolated. You do not need to worry too much, this situation 
will quickly end if you let yourself rest. The relationships and friends 
that you need are coming to you. Just take step by step, slowly but 

surely.
Just like the Four of Swords in the upright, this card in the reverse Just like the Four of Swords in the upright, this card in the reverse 
shows that a short break from work will bring you many benefits. You 
can also realize that the ways of doing things at work that had never 
before given you a good feeling are now clearer than ever and then 
you will find yourself supporting that way. If you are looking for a job, 
then perhaps you need to take a break to reflect on it. Are you looking 
at the right place or with the right people? This card implies that you 

may need to change tactics a bit.may need to change tactics a bit.
he Four of Swords reversed shows that you should not push yourself 
too much. Mindfulness, meditation and rest can help to clear your 
spirit at the present time. Let’s consider meditation based on the 
principle of a calm and undisturbed mind.On the positive side, this 
card implies the rest period is over and this is the time to return to 
work. You have spent the necessary break time and now have to 
continue your activities. You feel awake and have the energy to face 

the problems of life.the problems of life.

 FOUR OF SWORDS :
« People are lonely because they build walls instead of bridges.»

Upright Four of Swords Meaning:

 The Four of Swords is a card that has the meaning of resting (or the need 
of taking a rest) in daily life. This may also mean that you or someone in 
your life can retreat or regress for a while. This withdrawal does not last 
forever. This card may mean illness, hospitalization or even rarer is going 

to jail. This is a pretty clear sign of a private space for people.
In general, this card usually means you need your own time and your own In general, this card usually means you need your own time and your own 
space. You may be spending too much time and attention to other people 
or other things. Do not hesitate to draw the line or say no. Conversely, 
when others say no to you, respect it. Trying to encroach on or go against 

them, in this case, is to lay up trouble for yourself.
Regarding spiritual matters, this card shows you need your own space. Regarding spiritual matters, this card shows you need your own space. 
You need time and peace to really get in touch with your soul and the 
surrounding Universal energy sources. Let’s search for, seize and take 
advantage of that time period. Your alertness, as well as your soul, is 

calling you to meet this need.
It is the time to rest and take a break after a period of struggle or conflict. It is the time to rest and take a break after a period of struggle or conflict. 
You need a stage of renewal to calm down and let your body recover. You 
can seek relief while praying and practicing meditation. Pausing your daily 

routine will help you consider problems logically.



 FIVE OF SWORDS :
« Hateful is the power, and pitiable life, of those who wish to be feared rather than loved.»

Reversed Five of Swords Meaning:

When the Five of Swords appears in reverse, you may be urged to 
prove to someone that you are right about something – and that can 
be a serious waste of your time and energy. If you are right; whether 
others believe you or not, that is their problem. You just need to put 
your mind and energy into more profitable and productive things.
In general, this reversed card is a sign that you may be hurting In general, this reversed card is a sign that you may be hurting 
yourself. Not everything is worth to rush in and argue, and not 

everyone is worth fighting for. You should consider your priorities and 
what is most important to you.

On the positive side, the Five of Swords in reverse shows the end of 
the attacks and slander from the upright card.

On the negative side, it shows that you are dealing with a situation in On the negative side, it shows that you are dealing with a situation in 
which you feel humiliated, insulted or victimized. Your self-esteem is 
lowered because of your humiliation or failure. Someone may bully 

you or act maliciously and viciously against you.

 FIVE OF SWORDS :
« What we call despair is often only the painful eagerness of unfed hope.»

Upright Five of Swords Meaning:

 When the Five of Swords card appears, you may feel yourself experiencing  When the Five of Swords card appears, you may feel yourself experiencing 
some mixed feelings about life in general and some people in particular. 
Do not ignore this, but do not feel as if have to say all the things you think 
or feel; otherwise, you can ruin everything you have worked hard to get, 
such as intimate and durable relationships with friends and lovers. Think 
and consider carefully before you really talk or confide in someone.

In general, this card may imply that someone you care about may be away In general, this card may imply that someone you care about may be away 
from you for a certain period. If that is the case, do not show that you 
want to keep him/her at all costs, just believe that he/she will come back 
to you. It can also imply conflicts in both external and internal aspect. You 

should not increase conflicts unnecessarily, think before you act.
Even if you suddenly find answers to the mental problems which you are Even if you suddenly find answers to the mental problems which you are 
looking for, remember that they are the answers for you, not for others. 
You do not need to try to make anyone else follow your way of thinking. 
The Five of Swords may also imply a break in the mental aspect which is 
no longer effective for you. You should give yourself time and space to find 

new answers.



  SIX OF SWORDS :
« Either I will find a way, or I will make one.»

Reversed Six of Swords Meaning:

When the Six of Swords appears in reverse, you may be ready to say 
what you are feeling. However, communication at this time is 

generally quite difficult. You should think before speaking. Besides, 
you need to make sure the important information in your computer is 

fully backed up at this time.
In general, this card shows that you can have new discoveries and In general, this card shows that you can have new discoveries and 
decisions as well as some important information that you want to 
share. The way you present/communicate that information is also 
important, so think carefully.Small mistakes can cause big problems 
at work. You should be especially careful with important documents 
and make sure your work is backed up and stored carefully. If you 
are looking for a job, you may feel as if you are alone in your search 
journey. This is not a bad thing. You should let yourself search for journey. This is not a bad thing. You should let yourself search for 
jobs in places where are not through anyone else’s suggestions or 

opinions.
 Perhaps you chose the easiest way (not the best way) or simply you 
are avoiding reality. You need to face reality and face your difficulties 
in order to stabilize your life. Sometimes, this card literally means a 

change in travel plans or cancelling a journey.

  SIX OF SWORDS :
« You never know what you can do till you try.»

Upright Six of Swords Meaning:

 In a more positive side, this card can imply a recovery. This is especially 
true when you have just undergone a difficult time or psychological 
trauma. During the period of suffering, you have always felt indifferent 

and unconnected.
Neither Six of Swords promises great joy nor mention the ultimate Neither Six of Swords promises great joy nor mention the ultimate 
disappointment. A swamp is not really a bottomless pit, it is merely a 
place where sadness and despair are present. When you see this Swords 
card in a spread, even though circumstances may not be ideal, you are 
still moving towards a new, more positive place. Opportunities are still 
there; new and more hopeful conditions are ahead.Six of Swords tells that 
you are leaving behind a period of stress, trouble and anxiety. You are 
entering a quieter state in which your soul will restore peace. Sometimes, entering a quieter state in which your soul will restore peace. Sometimes, 
a journey will reduce stress and restore balance and harmony. You may 
have the opportunity to travel or you may greet a guest from a far 

distance.
You are now ready to enlighten new things. This is the time to look back 
on the difficulties in the past to ensure a better future. An event or 
someone close to you can make you relief. Now you can leave behind 

pessimistic actions or situations.



SEVEN OF SWORDS :
« A liar is not believed when he speaks the truth.»

Reversed Seven of Swords Meaning:

The Seven of Swords reversed reminds us that sin will not bring any The Seven of Swords reversed reminds us that sin will not bring any 
benefit to ourselves. It never does. If you receive this card while 

attempting to commit some deception/fraud, it clearly states that you 
will be soon detected. If you have realized that someone in your life is 
cheating on you, then forget about that person. They must have a 
reasonable explanation about it if they want to keep a relationship 

with you.
Seven of Swords implies that if you have been robbed, the thief will Seven of Swords implies that if you have been robbed, the thief will 
not be able to keep the stolen item. If someone has done something 
wrong to you, wait for an apology. You should appreciate any 
criticism you receive at this time because it is more likely to be 

constructive. If something has been taken from you unfairly, it may 
return right now.

We can not be happy and develop in the long term without We can not be happy and develop in the long term without 
collaboration with others. If you feel like you tend to act alone, make 

sure this separation will really work for you.

SEVEN OF SWORDS :
« A guilty conscience needs no accuser.»

Upright Seven of Swords Meaning:

 If you are involved in a conflict this month, you need to be careful about  If you are involved in a conflict this month, you need to be careful about 
someone is messing with you. This conflict can happen in a very wide 
range from cheating on playing cards to someone trying to settle 

something that seriously affects your work. The important thing is that 
you need to make sure you are doing things in a dignified and public way; 

then you no longer have to worry, even if someone blames you.
When the Seven of Swords card appears, this is absolutely not the time to When the Seven of Swords card appears, this is absolutely not the time to 
invest risk or borrow money because you can lose more than that. You 
may have to make some difficult decisions about money, but remember 
not to sacrifice your integrity or your self-esteem and spiritual happiness 

will be threatened. Money cannot buy those things.
Sometimes, Seven of Swords refers to a robbery which happens in reality Sometimes, Seven of Swords refers to a robbery which happens in reality 
(especially there is another card referring to “deception” – like the Moon – 
appears during a spreading), but most likely, the damage happens to you 
from some form of speech or communication. You should be especially 
careful about what you say or write at this time. An intellectual battle may 
be imminent. Someone can against the independence and freedom of your 
wisdom. This card may also refer to the forward-looking progress and the 

abandonment of some aspects of your life.abandonment of some aspects of your life.



 EIGHT OF SWORDS :
« It is foolish to tear one's hair in grief, as if grief could be lessened by baldness.»

Reversed Eight of Swords Meaning:

You may need to review your past when the Eight of Swords appears You may need to review your past when the Eight of Swords appears 
to give your spirit and inner peace a maximum boost. There may be a 
surprise or shock from the past that you do not want to face. You 
should think again and see whether there is anything you need to fix 
or not. You will find yourself feeling as light as a feather once you 

overcome the problem.
Someone who has escaped restraint or a confined relationship, a Someone who has escaped restraint or a confined relationship, a 

prisoner who is released.

In a Tarot spread, the Eight of Swords is often a sign that you are 
rushing in (or already in) a situation in which you feel lack freedom 
and choices. These situations are limited because the deeper you sink 
into them, the more restrained you feel. Through each step, your 
choices get even narrower until you feel completely stuck.

 EIGHT  OF SWORDS :
« Не that loseth wealth, loseth much, he that loseth friends, 

loseth more: but he who loseth his spirit loseth all.»

Upright Eight of Swords Meaning:
 When you see this card, remember that you really still have many options 
and the ability to escape from difficult situations. No matter how you feel 
you are tied up, you can still find a way out if you believe that you can. 
When the Eight of Swords appears, you may be holding yourself because When the Eight of Swords appears, you may be holding yourself because 
you are afraid of going to the future, or because you are afraid of being 
hurt by new circumstances, or maybe for no reason at all. You should 
think thoroughly about what you are afraid of. In fact, things can be less 

terrible or more serious than what you thought.
Deep down, you have the answers you need. You will find it helpful to Deep down, you have the answers you need. You will find it helpful to 
spend time with quiet space and meditation. If you still need orientation, 
pay attention to the signs that the spirit and the Universe gave you. These 
signs may lurk somewhere subtly, such as when you constantly see a 
phrase or listen to a song over and over again. You will not be restrained 

unless you allow yourself to be.
The Eight of Swords represents fear, siege, limits, and restrictions which The Eight of Swords represents fear, siege, limits, and restrictions which 
are often self-imposed. You feel confined, trapped and unable to 

escape.You can act as your own worst enemy due to fear of unformed 
things and reluctance to try something new or to assert yourself. You are 
trapped in the swamp created by yourself. Your ability to communicate 
may be temporarily reduced. You may fall into a difficult situation that 
seems to have no way out. You feel imprisoned and restricted by 

circumstances while the cause of major limitations is the refusal to accept circumstances while the cause of major limitations is the refusal to accept 
your own reality.



NINE OF SWORDS :
«Worry gives a small thing a big shadow.»

Reversed Nine of Swords  Meaning:
On the positive side, the reversed Nine of Swords implies that the On the positive side, the reversed Nine of Swords implies that the 
nightmare is over. You may still suffer the consequences of difficult 
situations, but the pain is almost ended. But your fantasies seem 
much worse than reality. It does not help at all if you keep worrying 
about unfounded things. You let negative thoughts and restlessness 
control over your mind. It is a card of hope, a hint of faith in the 

future and a promise of more beautiful days ahead.
On the negative side, it simply reaffirms the meaning of the rest of the On the negative side, it simply reaffirms the meaning of the rest of the 
spread. Your grief lasts for quite a long time. You are always obsessed 
with unhealthy and desperate worries. You are going through a long 
period of pain and despair. However, this reversed card usually has a 

hopeful meaning.
Sometimes this card can also point to paranoia, and that things are Sometimes this card can also point to paranoia, and that things are 
really not as bad as you believe they are, which can be good news. 

Regardless of the circumstances, work may feel incredibly 
overwhelming right now, and you may reach burnout if you continue 

without changing anything.

 NINE OF SWORDS :
« The man who fears suffering is already suffering from his fear.»

Upright Nine of Swords Meaning:
 The image of the character in this card waking up in a bed evokes many 
layers of meaning because midnight is the time when our grief and regret 
come in a most powerful way. The dark night washes away the distraction 
of the daytime, leaving us feeling lonesome with our own thoughts. 
The Nine of Swords represents the pain that we create in ourselves. The Nine of Swords represents the pain that we create in ourselves. 

Anxiety is probably the most common thing. Thoughts about whether you 
have done enough, whether things will work out or whether you do well or 

not; cannot be eliminated.
Feeling guilty is another source of pain. When we have done something Feeling guilty is another source of pain. When we have done something 
that feels like it is wrong or feels hurt, or we fail to do something that we 
think we will be able to do; then frustration can become very real. It is so 
sad when nothing can reduce or dispel the guilty feelings. In the end, the 
only thing left was suffering. Sometimes, the anguish of reality covers 

ourselves so that all we want to do is burst into tears.
You will need to be aware of the feeling of insecurity. If you are feeling You will need to be aware of the feeling of insecurity. If you are feeling 
insecure, consider whether that feeling comes from yourself or whether it 
comes from other things/other people in your life. If so, you should 

consider whether you can change something in your relationships to fix 
this situation. At the present time, there may be some problems that make 
us feel our life could have been better than reality. Try to be satisfied and 
enjoy the simple things that life is giving you. Beauty has always 

emanated from the most ordinary things.emanated from the most ordinary things.



 TEN OF SWORDS :
« Adversity is a good teacher.»

Reversed Ten of Swords Meaning:
You may have overcome a very difficult time when this reversed card 
appears, and in fact, the worst may have ended. You have come up 
with some solutions and plans to improve your situation and that is 
good news. However, you need to make sure that you do not make the 

same mistakes and see your own role in the problem.
The Ten of Swords may be a sign that you have taken some important The Ten of Swords may be a sign that you have taken some important 
constructively steps to improve your finances. This is a good thing. 
However, you need to be careful not to return to bad habits. You are 

on the right track, keep hanging there.
You are recovering from a stage of emotional chaos, suffering, and You are recovering from a stage of emotional chaos, suffering, and 
sorrow. The worst is over and your troubles are starting to be solved. 

Valuable things that will come from your recent pain. The 
improvement is still ahead. You or your loved one have the ability to 

overcome a dangerous situation.
One of the meanings of Ten of Swords is “touch the bottom”. When we One of the meanings of Ten of Swords is “touch the bottom”. When we 
see it in a spread, the disaster has finally happened and what you can 

expect right now is that the situation will become better.

 TEN OF SWORDS :
« The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.»

Upright Ten of Swords Meaning:
 You are going down. Your plans were not successful. You have reached  You are going down. Your plans were not successful. You have reached 
the outside limit. A situation or relationship that is coming to an end and 
cannot be changed makes you feel like standing on the threshold of 

depression because of the loss. You have done all the things you can and 
now it is the time you need to make a definite change or you must endure 
the consequences. This ending occurs at the same time as the feeling of 
loss and deep sadness. You may be feeling about ending a relationship.
The change is imposed on you and you cannot fight for yourself in this The change is imposed on you and you cannot fight for yourself in this 
situation. Loss can be related to legal or professional issues, a serious 
illness or separation from important people in your life. Do you feel so 
depressed that you need assistance in terms of expertise? An event has 

passed that may still worry you. 
You need to let go of the declining situation or false beliefs to open the way You need to let go of the declining situation or false beliefs to open the way 
to the future. Like the Tower card of the Major set, the Ten of Swords can 
mean a clear perception and dispelling false beliefs. Sometimes, this card 
hints of movement (particularly by the waterway) which is related to 

separation.
You are breaking through the past. This is actually a good thing, although 

it can be a bit painful.



PAGE OF SWORDS  :
«Discretion is the greater part of valour.»

Reversed Page of Swords  Meaning:
The Page of Swords reversed can sometimes represent a true person 
in your life. This person could be someone younger than you, who 
tends to mind someone’s business. Don’t be afraid to draw the line 

with such a person.
The gossiper, who has a shady personality, someone who does not The gossiper, who has a shady personality, someone who does not 
care about the feelings of others, someone who is cold and 

calculating, hypocrites, blackmailers, a sinister who spreads rumors, 
cruel or unreliable people, juvenile offenders, aggressive children, a 
smart young man, someone who is sick, a young man who acts 

unpredictably, spies, someone who is sneaky or secretive, shady and 
cunning people.

In a Tarot spread, the Page of Swords can represent a child or an In a Tarot spread, the Page of Swords can represent a child or an 
adult who is young at heart and has interactions with you regarding 
honesty, moral action, lack of courage or logical matters. This 
relationship is likely to encounter problems or difficulties in 
maintaining the spirit of endurance before the challenges of the 

Swords.

PAGE OF SWORDS :
« Don’t bark if you can’t bite.»

Upright Page of Swords Meaning:
 TThe Page of Swords, like all the Court cards, can sometimes represent a 
person in real life. The Page will represent a younger person (a querent).
In general, this card tells us that the querent may be trying too hard, 

pushing things too fast, or being angry with someone.
On the positive side, Page of Swords tells that you may find yourself in On the positive side, Page of Swords tells that you may find yourself in 
circumstances in which caution, quick analysis, and assertiveness are 
essential. Your insight and calmness can save the problem. You may need 
to ask a professional counselor for important information to help you 

decide. You should consider the issue carefully before signing any contract 
or agreement. You have to know what you are sticking with and the future 
directions that come from your current decisions. There is a risk that you 
have too many things to do that lead to leaving the important things have too many things to do that lead to leaving the important things 

unfinished.
On the negative side, you may find yourself in circumstances in which 
rumors and gossip play important roles. Someone may be spreading a bad 
story about you or you may find yourself the subject of a frontal assault by 
words. The behavior of a young person can make you angry. Bad news 
may be coming. Your plan may be delayed. You may not fully understand 
the implications of the contract you are about to sign. A young man can 
cause conflict and disagreement. Someone you think is a friend but turns 

out not to be.out not to be.



KNIGHT OF SWORDS  :
«None but the brave deserve the fair.»

Reversed Knight of Swords  Meaning:
Extravagance, sarcastic, mischievous, deceitful, aggressive, 

oppressive, violent, constructive denial, try to convince others with 
softness rather than lack of goodwill.

This is not the time to launch a new project. Someone is actively This is not the time to launch a new project. Someone is actively 
fighting against or destroying your plan. The sarcastic words will only 
push those around you away. Someone (or certain situation) may 
suddenly disappear from your life without warning. An important 

man in your life may suddenly leave.
Your own thoughts may be scattered and lack of focus. You need to Your own thoughts may be scattered and lack of focus. You need to 
be patient or else everything will end in an argument. You should 
avoid saying hasty words and impulsive decisions. Someone may be 
trying to bully you for selfish reasons or your own dictatorial behavior 

can cause trouble.
During a Tarot spread, the Knight of Swords demonstrates that his During a Tarot spread, the Knight of Swords demonstrates that his 
sharp demeanor is relevant in circumstances as an aspect of you, of 
someone else or of a general atmosphere. You need to ask yourself 

whether this knight’s energy will help you or hurt you.

KNIGHT OF SWORDS :
« The greatest remedy for anger is delay.»

Upright Knight of Swords Meaning:
 Keywords related to the Knight of Swords Tarot card: Straightforward – 
Rude, Competency – Overbearing, Acute – Cruel, Understanding – Being 

stubborn, Reason – Heartless.
You may fall into a conflict situation between madness and excitement You may fall into a conflict situation between madness and excitement 
and you can only wait for it to disappear from your life quickly. You want 
to be active and engaged. Those Swords cards often refer to a period of 
struggle or competition in which you need to act quickly and surely. A 

young man who is strong, polite and has a clear perspective may appear to 
protect you.

Now, it is the time to listen to reason rather than the heart. You should be Now, it is the time to listen to reason rather than the heart. You should be 
strong, assertive, and deal with every situation with a firm reason. Good 
advice from experts can show the difference between success and failure. 
Those Swords cards imply there are obstacles to emotions and are not 
good omens for the relationship. This card also gives a warning to 

impulsive and hasty behaviors.
A person who is arrogant, aggressive, suppressed and impatient; a strong, A person who is arrogant, aggressive, suppressed and impatient; a strong, 
reliable, helpful and polite young man; an intellectual, those who are wise 
and successful in business but also have something rude or selfish in 
achieving their goals, a young man who is egotistic and indelicate, smart 

and vivacious people, someone likes to think rather than feel.



QUEEN OF SWORDS  :
«Pride goes before a fall.»

Reversed Queen of Swords  Meaning:
This Queen card in reverse can often refer to a woman in your life. 
She may not be a good person, usually, this woman has black hair 

and black eyes.
An angry woman who felt she was treated unfairly, vicious rumors; a An angry woman who felt she was treated unfairly, vicious rumors; a 
sly woman who is fulfilled with hatred, deceives and manipulates 
others; people who (often silently) against you, someone unfriendly 
and often hostile due to emotional difficulties or loss, a woman who is 
biased and tends to spread rumors and reveal secrets, someone who 
despises others and is unreliable, someone who turns reality into 
his/her advantage, someone who despises the law; enemy who is 

wise, a good talker and keep secret.wise, a good talker and keep secret.
A repressive and hateful woman can silently try to disparage and 
prevent you from gaining the position you want. You should not let a 
hard time make you feel bitter and lose your kindness. Someone who 
has little respect for your rights or emotions may try to force you to do 
something his/her way. You may be feeling the wrath of a woman 

who you despise or treat unfairly.

QUEEN OF SWORDS :
« When a man is wrong and won't admit it, he always gets angry.»

Upright Queen of Swords Meaning:
 The personality of the Queen of Swords combines the positive energy of 
the Air element of the Swords suit with the inner focus of a Queen. You 
can always rely on her to know exactly what will happen. Above all, she is 
passionate about sincerity and lives on her commitment to authenticity.
Queen can judge the situation quickly. She understands human Queen can judge the situation quickly. She understands human 

foolishness but does not blame them. She knows when to avoid trouble 
and simply find a way to deftly overcome it. She likes honesty and 

frankness. Her observations are impartial but never hurt anyone. In fact, 
this Queen character has a sense of humor. She likes to laugh and is 

always witty.
 Now, it is the time to fight for yourself as well as clarify your wishes and  Now, it is the time to fight for yourself as well as clarify your wishes and 
needs. You have learned to be independent through solitary stages. Your 
sharp mind and fair consideration give you a good position. You care more 
about career and ambition than emotional issues. Your sharp perception 
and judgement help you distinguish between the good and the bad. You 
may have a relationship with a woman who experiences unhappiness. If 
you ask about the relationship, the prospect is not very positive at the 
moment. This card warns that your focus on cold and rational thoughts moment. This card warns that your focus on cold and rational thoughts 

has overwhelmed your ability to express your emotio.
A parent who is far away and does not care about the children; a woman 
who has experienced unhappiness and is now unable to regain her faith in 
life; a cold, calm and picky person; the person who has suffered loss or 
difficulty, the woman who is able to analyze wisely and intelligently, female 

experts, who can fight on your behalf, a female mentor.



KING OF SWORDS  :
«The greatest test of courage on earth is to bear defeat without losing heart.

Reversed King of Swords  Meaning:
In general, this King card is a sign of a fiercely powerful source of In general, this King card is a sign of a fiercely powerful source of 
energy, whether this card represents a real man in your life or not. 
You will need to accept that you cannot always change anyone’s 
mindset, so sometimes, the best way you can expect is to 

compromise. Using violence to push or bully others to make they 
change their minds will not help at all, in fact, this can cause side 

effects.
You may be being treated unfairly. Someone can cheat or threaten You may be being treated unfairly. Someone can cheat or threaten 
you through cruel punishment. You may be exploiting other people. 
Your sarcastic comment may hurt someone close to you. You can also 
be hurt by other people’s words. You may be the victim of an unfair 

judgement in a lawsuit.
The cruel; a man who is ruthless, suspicious, sarcastic, hateful and The cruel; a man who is ruthless, suspicious, sarcastic, hateful and 
cruel; a bully, someone who is bribed with power, someone who is too 
cautious; a cold, dangerous, violent, or unfair man; a cunning and 

aggressive person.

KING OF SWORDS :
« All cruelty springs from hard heartedness and weakness.»

Upright King of Swords Meaning:
 Militia, politicians, a leader, authorities, lawyers, doctors, judges, a  Militia, politicians, a leader, authorities, lawyers, doctors, judges, a 
referee, an expert, a government official, a man who will fight for your 
sake, a moral authority who is less interested in emotional and personal 
problems, an intelligent man who loves to study and research about 

invisible facts, a person with expertise in Social Science or 
Communication.

A decision you are waiting for will be fair and impartial. A smart A decision you are waiting for will be fair and impartial. A smart 
professional can give you reasonable advice about work or the law. You 
can have a cold and overly intellectual way of doing things except for mild 
emotions and methods involving others. Currently, you have many unique 

abilities. You want to break the archetype and free yourself from 
stereotyped restrictions. You need to consider whether you ignore your 
feelings and may be afraid to start an intimate relationship with others or 

not. Other people may feel you are rejecting their opinions.not. Other people may feel you are rejecting their opinions.
Overall, the King of Swords is a sign of an extremely powerful source of 
energy. You cannot change the mind of a man in your life or make him do 
what you want. You may need a major change in your behavior, thoughts, 

and expectations. Do not do anything out of your reach.
In terms of love, The King of Swords may imply that a man with strong 
opinions can play a certain role in your relationship. If this man is the 
person who loves you, it means that you will have to accept him for who 
he is, and whether you are male or female, you will treat your partner best 
by promoting the feminine part towards you. However, do not suffer if you 
are abused. This man may be stuck between his nature and overcoming 

his limits. You should know to protect yourself.



ACE OF WANDS :
«Talent hits a target no one else can hit; Genius hits a target no one else can see.»

Reversed Ace of Wands   Meaning:

The reversed Ace of Wands indicates trials and tribulations that you The reversed Ace of Wands indicates trials and tribulations that you 
will face in the near future. You might not have any direction, which 
leads to being uninspired or unmotivated. At this point of your life, 
you might not know what you really want to do. You don’t know how 
to get out of the slump. In the case that you already have a goal, you 
are not excited to achieve it. When you draw a reversed Ace of Wands, 
you should consider taking some time off to allow inspiration to come 
to you. You feel weighed down by your current commitments and to you. You feel weighed down by your current commitments and 
responsibilities that you can’t come up with new ideas, or muster the 
passion to push forward in your projects. The Ace of Wands reversal 
meaning can also indicate delays with your current projects. You 
want to finish your tasks, but there are things that get in your way. 
Or you have an idea but don’t know how to execute it and make it a 
reality. When this is the case, you should be patient and wait for the 

right time.right time.

ACE OF WANDS :
« The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing.»

Upright Ace of Wands Meaning:

 Wands symbolize creativity, and the Ace of Wands is the boldest among  Wands symbolize creativity, and the Ace of Wands is the boldest among 
the cards in the suit. It is not the kind of creativity that you learn from 
school or as a hobby. It is bravely finding your own voice, it creates a place 
where you can develop your own vision. In other words, it is associated 
with willpower, and creativity in the cosmic sense. When you draw the Ace 
of Wands, it is an indicator that you should just go for it. Take the chance 
and pursue an idea that you have in mind. Take the first steps to start the 
creative project. The Ace of Wands calls out to you to follow your instincts. creative project. The Ace of Wands calls out to you to follow your instincts. 
If you think that the project that you've been dreaming of is a good idea, 

and then just go ahead and do it. 
The Ace of Wands can also perhaps mean that you are waiting for a sign to 
start a project. To draw this card pushes you to act now, instead of 

brooding over research and more planning. Take small steps today, and 
then continue to grow your ideas over time. Action is what helps you grow, 
and build momentum. Don't remain in the abstract. Another Ace of 

Wands meaning is the occurrence of a breakthrough moment in your life. 
It is a time when you are motivated and inspired about a passion project 
or idea. You are excited about the opportunities that are opening up for or idea. You are excited about the opportunities that are opening up for 

you in the near futurе.



TWO OF WANDS :
«A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.»

Reversed Two of Wands   Meaning:

The Two of Wands reversed meaning suggests the need to set up The Two of Wands reversed meaning suggests the need to set up 
long-term goals. Begin the process of setting up your goals by 

identifying what to you is important. Proceed by planning how you 
intend on achieving such goals. Another Two of Wands reversal 
meaning suggests that you have ignored important fine points 

associated with planning your future. Lack of proper planning could 
be the reason for your downfall. Other interpretations can include 

either overconfidence or lack of patience, both are possible in bringing either overconfidence or lack of patience, both are possible in bringing 
you disarray in your path forward.

Excessive pride of you or another person can cause difficulties. If you 
own or manage a property, the problem will arise. Discontent or the 
thinking that you are useless can lead to controversy with a 

companion or termination of a partnership. If you are contemplating a 
joint venture with another person, this card reminds you to consider 

the issue with caution.

TWO OF WANDS :
« Difficulties are meant to rouse, not to discourage.»

Upright Two of Wands  Meaning:

 The Two of Wands is a more mature version of the ace of wands, meaning  The Two of Wands is a more mature version of the ace of wands, meaning 
that that this tarot card is all about planning and moving forward – 
progression. Look at it this way; you have already set out to achieve a 

particular task, which means you have turned an idea into a realistic plan. 
Such a plan will require fulfillment and therefore you have to progress 
from just having the plan to actually achieving what you set out for. 
Discovery is being considered as another two of wands meaning. This is 
because it means that you are stepping out of your cocoon and exploring because it means that you are stepping out of your cocoon and exploring 
new experiences and worlds. While the beginning might seem tough and 
difficult, the Two of Wands card encourages you to strive on and push 

forward. 
The Two of Wands card also means that you are beginning to realize your 
objectives and long-term goals before you set out to achieve these 

objectives. In other words, you have strived to get to where you are and 
now, moving forward, you have your long-term goals in mind. In 

summary, the Two of Wands meaning revolves around making decisions. 
In other words, you are either satisfied with your current knowledge, or 
you are moving forward and taking risks. It means, leaving our comfort 

zones and exploring new territory.zones and exploring new territory.





FOUR OF WANDS :
« Joys divided are increased. »

Reversed Four of Wands   Meaning:

If the upright position of the card reflects balance, stability, and If the upright position of the card reflects balance, stability, and 
harmony, the reversal position of Four of Wands implies that there is 
a breakdown or complete lack of harmony in your family or in your 
home. It’s highly likely that there is a lot of tension between the 
members of your family or other loved ones. If you have completed 
something that is important to you, you are expecting to share it with 
those that are closest to you, and to come home to a welcome 

celebration, but instead, you find a lack of support. This may leave celebration, but instead, you find a lack of support. This may leave 
you feeling rather uncertain when it comes to your own relationships 

as well as the things that you can and cannot depend on.
In a Tarot spread, the Four of Wands Tarot card represents events or 
experiences that create joy. These events vary depending on the 
circumstances of each person, but the exciting feelings are all the 
same. Sometimes these moments come unexpectedly. This card may 
imply a surprise or a sudden appearance. Sometimes, it refers to 
parties which were planned beforehand such as weddings, 

ceremonies, birthday parties and celebrations of victory. These events 
are solemn and they are also an opportunity to feel the joy of life.are solemn and they are also an opportunity to feel the joy of life.

FOUR OF WANDS :
« Marry in haste and repent at leisure. »

Upright Four of Wands Meaning:

 The overall meaning of the Four of Wands is that it heralds celebration as 
well as a harmonious, happy and relaxed home environment. In terms of 
numerology, the number four symbolizes stability as well as particularly 
reliable foundations. These are associated with a period of happiness and 

balance.
The symbolism within the Four of Wands poses that this is the perfect The symbolism within the Four of Wands poses that this is the perfect 
time for you to get together with close people such as friends and family. 
This could be with or without any special occasion. Oftentimes the card is 
known to reflect a period of holidays when you are together with your 
friends and family for an extended period of time. It might also be 

suggesting for you to invite your closest friends for a great and intimate 
dinner and share a laugh or two. Furthermore, if you have been working 
on a certain project, this card entails that you will be reaching a on a certain project, this card entails that you will be reaching a 
particularly important milestone. This is going to provide you with 

grounds for celebration which is also to be considered. You have managed 
to complete a proper and paramount phase of that project, and meaning 
you have every reason to be feeling proud and satisfied, which are 

amongst the general feelings induced and reflected by the Four of Wands 
card.



FIVE OF WANDS :
« Brandishing fists after the fight never proves anyone’s might. »

Reversed Five of Wands   Meaning:

Like the meaning of the upright card, you need to really trust Like the meaning of the upright card, you need to really trust 
yourself. If something or someone makes you suspicious at the 

moment, trust what your instinct tells you. However, no matter what 
happens, you also need to think carefully in order not to make things 
more stressful or make decisions that are not retractable. Do not 
rush, no matter how angry you are in the following weeks.

You should be aware that mental development is not a struggle. When You should be aware that mental development is not a struggle. When 
this card appears in reverse, people can try to convince you that you 
need to grow in a certain direction, at a certain speed and so on. You 
should also know that mental development can also involve resolving 
and accepting some obvious contradictions. Try to keep yourself 

comfortable with those contradictions.ъъъ
On the negative side, this card represents unhealthy competition, On the negative side, this card represents unhealthy competition, 
small quarrels, cheating tactics, undesirable challenges, vicious 
opponents and bitter defeat. Normally, the upright card shows 

healthy competition and the reversed card shows the opposite. This 
reversed card may advise you that daily represses have abrasive you 

and adversely affect your health.

FIVE OF WANDS :
« Even the lion has to defend himself against flies. »

Upright Five of Wands Meaning:

From the image on the card, the symbolism in the Five of Wands suggests From the image on the card, the symbolism in the Five of Wands suggests 
that there is form of conflict in one’s life. This may be an existing conflict 
or one that is brewing and may eventually blow up in one's face. It may 
also depict a problem in communication, for example in a situation where 
no one really wants to listen to the other - meaning that no agreement or 
understanding takes place. The five men may signify problems in a group 
of people who are not patient enough to listen to what anyone else is 
saying. They only want to be heard, and since none of the others will saying. They only want to be heard, and since none of the others will 
listen, they all argue at once. Much of this can be solved by the querent 
taking the first step to try and initiate communication in such a way that 
you suggest that everyone airs out what they have to say, one at a time. 
By doing this, you will be able to address the problem, and everyone will 
be heard. Meaning they’ll all be satisfied. The Five of Wands can also mean 
that you are or will be facing competition in an area that you are not used 
to. This can be at work or school where you will meet people with the same to. This can be at work or school where you will meet people with the same 
abilities as you who pose quite a challenge - leading to feelings of jealousy, 

greed, and envy. This tarot card encourages that you accept the 
competition as a way for you to improve yourself without feeling any 

malice towards them. This means that you should learn how to cope with 
them in a civil way.



SIX OF WANDS :
« If you want to be successful you must look successful.»

Reversed Six  of Wands   Meaning:

When the card is reversed, this suggests that you might find yourself When the card is reversed, this suggests that you might find yourself 
doubting all of your abilities as well as your overall potential to 
achieve any kind of success. You might be feeling particularly 

negative about your entire self as if you have failed others as well as 
yourself. This is a symbol that means that you lack the confidence 
and drive that you need to achieve. You need the overall support as 
well as recognition of third parties in order to pick you up, to 
emotionally provide you with some much-needed strength.emotionally provide you with some much-needed strength.

This reversed card shows that you have tried to achieve too many 
things at the same time and can not do all well like this commitment. 
It may be the best to focus on just a few things and make them 

smoothly. This will help you feel inspired and keep up the activities 
you commit.

It may reflect the temporary nature of success. At some point, you are 
at the top of the world because you have achieved great things, but 
then the expectations you get become too high, and when you make 
mistakes, you will be kicked to the ground and take all the blames. 
When you win and feel great, never fall asleep and keep trying until 

everyone recognizes you instead.

SIX OF WANDS :
« In these matters the only certainty is that there is nothing certain. »

Upright Six of Wands Meaning:
This particular card is all about public recognition, victory, and success. This particular card is all about public recognition, victory, and success. 
Not only have you managed to properly succeed in achieving all of your 
goals, but you are also being publicly acknowledged for them and the 

results that you’ve managed to attain. You may have received an award or 
some sort of public acclaim. The card is indicative that you have managed 
to harness the strengths and talents that you have within you in an 

attempt to bring a particularly successful outcome in your life. You have 
managed to properly get through the confusion which is brought by the managed to properly get through the confusion which is brought by the 
card before this one – the Five of Wands, and managed to properly 
minimize distractions, thus successfully focusing on your goals and 

achieving them.
In general, the Six of Wands is a card about happiness and praise. You 
will soon see some positive results for your efforts. Let yourself rest or you 
should treat yourself well in some ways. You will definitely be worth it.
Disadvantages of the Six of Wands are arrogance and self-righteousness. 
With victory, you may think that no one else can do better than you, as a 
result, your ego becoming too big. If you keep this attitude, someone may 
want to take you down and criticize you, bringing disappointment and 
potential discrediting later. If you are authorized by energy sources of this 
card, just imagine how you would feel if someone made you feel poor or 
take you down. Take control of your ego and make your victory truly 

sweeter.sweeter.



 SEVEN OF WANDS :
« Who bravely dares must sometimes risk a fall. »

Reversed  Seven of Wands   Meaning:
The Seven of Wands reversal meaning is that you could be feeling The Seven of Wands reversal meaning is that you could be feeling 
overwhelmed by all the responsibilities and challenges that you are 
facing. This can make it difficult to see the whole picture. You can 
also feel that you have to compete and compare yourself to other 
people, which leaves you feeling vulnerable and inadequate. The 
Seven of Wands reversal meaning can also reflect your feelings of 
being criticized and judged constantly by others. Your friends and 
family could be questioning you about your decisions and choices, family could be questioning you about your decisions and choices, 
and you feel overwhelmed by their judgement.  Avoiding conflict and 
backing down is common with the reversed Seven of Wands. This can 
lead to unhappiness because you run away from activities and 

relinquish your goals, when you are challenged by anyone. Remember 
all that you fought for to be here, and think carefully on whether you 
truly believe that is worth giving up now. Another reading of the 

Seven of Wands reversed can also be that you are being too aggressive Seven of Wands reversed can also be that you are being too aggressive 
when you are protecting yourself and damaging your relationships by 

doing so.
f you are not careful when getting this card in a spread about mental 
status, you may be constantly urged (and hear others keep talking) 
about mental and spiritual issues. Actually, do not do this, be calm 
and listen to the Universe, and be aware of what is happening to you. 

Silent space can be a way to heal. Keep your mind quiet.

 SEVEN  OF WANDS :
« He who is not courageous enough to take risks will accomplish nothing.»

Upright  Seven of Wands Meaning:
The Seven of Wands has a similar in meaning to the Five of Wands; both The Seven of Wands has a similar in meaning to the Five of Wands; both 
cards indicate struggles after the initial fulfillment and satisfaction of an 
event. The Seven of Wands however is different as it is is about the 
struggle that you need to go through to maintain your position, rather 
than to attain it. This is about the difficulties we face to continue to have 
success. You should be ready for the competition to you defend your title, 
and to prove yourself. Others are going to desire the same results that you 

do, so you need to stay ahead of the them.do, so you need to stay ahead of the them.
There will be challenges to the success of your project or venture from an 
outside source. You must remain dedicated to your desires, and with a 
clear purpose and effort, you will overcome them. The overall meaning of 
the Seven of Wands is to hold your ground, no matter what is challenging 
your position. You will need to defend this position and take a stand 

against those who are aiming to take your spot. There are setbacks during 
this time, but you need to keep fighting for your beliefs and confront those 

that may threaten or oppose you and your beliefs.that may threaten or oppose you and your beliefs.
Do not give up the fight. If you try, you will win. The best strategy is to 
handle those issues one by one. Your hard work and thoughtfulness will 
be rewarded. This is the time for special observation. If your question is 
about your career, you will be able to take a successful step. You may step 
into a new learning phase. You may be asked to teach or write about what 

you know.



 EIGHT OF WANDS :
« There's no time like the present.»

Reversed Eight of Wands   Meaning:
Just like the upward Eight of Wands, the Eight of Wands reversed Just like the upward Eight of Wands, the Eight of Wands reversed 
meaning is generally associated with patience. There is a possibility 
that you are feeling frustrated about something. You might now see 
that what you set in motion earlier created the obstacles that you are 
discovering right now. It is time for you to understand that you 
cannot change the past. You must forgive yourself, and adapt your 

strategy.
In terms of work, there may be an existing disagreement in your In terms of work, there may be an existing disagreement in your 
office. You need to settle this quickly in order to avoid derailing any 
major issue. Breathe, think and try to relax. Be patient and believe 
that everything will be just fine. The Eight of Wands reversal meaning 
on love may pertain to possible jealousy. The jealousy that you are 
feeling right now has no basis and will just affect your good 
relationship with your partner. In the aspect of Health and 
Spirituality, you need to improve your focus, cooperation, and Spirituality, you need to improve your focus, cooperation, and 
determination. The energy of the card will just dissipate if you are 

losing your focus.
In addition, the Eight of Wands reversed also shows that you are 
preparing for an idea or plan, the thing is you should slow down and 
consider the next steps before continuing. You may fail due to the 
rush and easy to make mistakes. Similarly, this card may be a sign 
that your activities should be postponed for a short period until the 

situation becomes more stable.

 EIGHT  OF WANDS :
« Better late than never. »

Upright Eight of Wands Meaning:
The image depicted by the Eight of Wands means that the difficulties that The image depicted by the Eight of Wands means that the difficulties that 
were brought by the Seven of Wands are finally over. It signifies a strong 
level of energy which states that different aspects of your life will be 

trailblazing. Perhaps important news will be coming on your way, and you 
may experience a sudden, yet steady positive growth. The Eight of Wands 
meaning may also pertain to your work. There is a chance that the 

decision that you are waiting for will come your way soon. You need to be 
patient and just wait for it. When it comes to love, the eight of wands patient and just wait for it. When it comes to love, the eight of wands 
meaning pertains to your readiness to be committed on a relationship; 
however, the card advises you not to force the other party to also be ready 
on the commitment. Your significant other will soon be ready - forcing 
things to happen may affect the result negatively. In terms of finances, it 
appears like this is not the best time to make hasty investment. Just like 
in your love aspect, we advise you to be patient. Save your money and wait 
for the perfect time to invest. All things that you fought for are building in for the perfect time to invest. All things that you fought for are building in 
momentum. Where you didn't see progress earlier, you'll soon discover 

that they paved the way for the coming wave of action.



 NINE  OF WANDS :
« No man is an island. »

Reversed Nine of Wands   Meaning:
 You feel life is full fill with responsibilities without enjoying, and you  You feel life is full fill with responsibilities without enjoying, and you 
feel like there is a heavy burden to place on your shoulders or there is 
no support from those around you. You may also lack the necessary 
elements, such as finance, skills or time, to deal with the person who 
created such challenges. So, you are hesitant about making any 
commitment to the fear that your responsibilities will be 

overwhelmed.
You may feel insecure and need to be defensive. The boundaries you You may feel insecure and need to be defensive. The boundaries you 
set around you are now becoming a prison, confining you to your 
habits and behaviors. You should let go with the frustration and 

resentment in the past, try to get through it all.
Sometimes, it may indicate extreme paranoia or even schizophrenia. Sometimes, it may indicate extreme paranoia or even schizophrenia. 
You may feel as if you are constantly being attacked or being watched. 
Usually, this is a sign of fear from within, rather than a real external 

threat. You can seek advice or help with psychology.
You are probably feeling completely overwhelmed by work and do not You are probably feeling completely overwhelmed by work and do not 
know the way out. If you are caught up in this situation, share with 
someone who you trust in your personal life, and then consider the 
appropriate actions that you should show in the workplace. There is 
no need to overwork, doing less work productively instead of carrying 
multitasking inappropriately at work. You should seek help if 

possible.

 NINE  OF WANDS :
« Difficulties are meant to rouse, not to discourage.»

Upright Nine of Wands Meaning:
The Nine of Wands shows the fatigue. his soldier has experienced a few The Nine of Wands shows the fatigue. his soldier has experienced a few 
wars, but he still has the persistence! He was in pain, but he did not fall. 
When we have had a bad experience, we feel tired and frightened of 

conflict. Even if we do not feel physical pain, some of our spirits are hurt. 
Our openness, innocence, and faith are no longer present, but instead, we 

are mindful of defense and alertness.
It is the final test or challenge before you reach ultimate success. You feel It is the final test or challenge before you reach ultimate success. You feel 
you have reached your limit but do not worry, you have the skill and 
determination of yourself. With your strength, in addition to courage and 
ability, you will win. Once you overcome the last hurdle, you will enjoy 

success and be relaxed.
The Nine of Wands implies the need to fight for yourself. You have been The Nine of Wands implies the need to fight for yourself. You have been 
hurt in the past and so now you are ready in the defensive. You feel the 
need to fight for your rights, to protect your credibility or decision. 

Although the situation may seem harsh, you are stand still.This is not the 
time to make big changes in your position. Maybe, you should be wise to 
let things happen. You may need to solve the last issue before going to 
success. Your position is stable, you have the courage and determination 

to achieve your goals at the right time.to achieve your goals at the right time.



TEN OF WANDS :
« When the going gets tough, the tough get going.»

Reversed Ten of Wands   Meaning:
 If you are going through a difficult time, the Ten of Wands in reverse 

says that you will soon go through it and will feel relieved.
You are actively identifying unproductive activities and begin to free You are actively identifying unproductive activities and begin to free 
yourself from unnecessary responsibilities. You may even be 

disposing of old clothes or selling old furniture, to tackle the mess and 
simplify your life. This is a great time to rearrange and prioritize every 

issue.
Sometimes, it implies that you are hiding from responsibility and Sometimes, it implies that you are hiding from responsibility and 

making it even more difficult, causing others to bear the 
consequences for you.

When this card appears, your important task is to protect yourself, When this card appears, your important task is to protect yourself, 
both physically, mentally, and emotionally. If you are being treated 
badly for long periods of time, whether by your boss, children or close 
friends, then this is the time to resolve the situation or stop the 

relationship. You are the best savior for yourself, no one can (or must) 
do this for you.

When getting the Ten of Wands reversed, you may be feeling tired and When getting the Ten of Wands reversed, you may be feeling tired and 
you are dealing with procrastination and fall into the depth of tension. 
These are not the feelings you need to experience. You can fix it just 
by taking a little rest. Even spending a few hours to relax and relieve 
stress can also be helpful. You can find and make friends with people 

who are optimistic.

 TEN OF WANDS :
« No man is free who is not master of himself.»

Upright Ten of Wands  Meaning:
The Ten of Wands may imply the times when you have to take over the The Ten of Wands may imply the times when you have to take over the 
bigger tasks. You can be reprimanded or be blamed for responsibilities. On 
the other hand, you may fall into the situation to step up the task because 
you are the only person capable of shouldering responsibility. Whatever 

you do right or wrong, you still will be to address the 
results/consequences eventually.

It also tells that your life will become more difficult than usual for a period. It also tells that your life will become more difficult than usual for a period. 
You will have to “fight” hard to reap small successes. Every step you take 
will feel like a struggle. When you see this card, be generous with yourself 
and lighten up the burden whenever possible, let others help you. You do 

not have to do everything yourself.
Maybe, you are feeling the pressure and stress of money problems when Maybe, you are feeling the pressure and stress of money problems when 
this card appears in the context of the financial questions. Ideally, you 

should consider your situation calmly and create a plan. 
This card also means that you are being suppressed by external This card also means that you are being suppressed by external 

influences. You are overworked, too tired and too enthusiastic. At this 
point, you are assuming too much work to handle them all. While trying to 
finish the job, you feel overwhelmed with responsibility and overtime 

activities. You need to stop working for quite a time.



 PAGE OF WANDS :
« You never know what you can do till you try.»

Reversed Page of Wands   Meaning:
 The Page of Wands reversed represents disorder and hesitation. You 
might consider asking someone to help you decide some important 

things.
The Page of Wands reversed means bad news or failures in The Page of Wands reversed means bad news or failures in 

communication. Someone is maybe making a bad comment about 
you. Hasty decision or rush can make you shocked. You or someone 
around you may be acting like a thoughtless or aggressive child. You 
may be feeling uncomfortable or annoyed by the perfunctory and fast 
discussion on which you want to discuss deeper. You may feel that 

you are not being respected seriously.
The Page of Wands reversed can depict an immature person who has The Page of Wands reversed can depict an immature person who has 
a problem with him/herself. He/she never had any good things to talk 

about and always makes others disappointed. This person 
extinguishes your enthusiasm and confidence. Often, this is a 
superficial, lazy, arrogant, or unwilling effort, uncooperative and 

impatient kind of person.
An angry person, someone who hurts you, a person who yearn for the An angry person, someone who hurts you, a person who yearn for the 
attention, someone who say bad things to you, an impulsive and 
lacking in sophistication person, someone who makes a hasty 
decision, someone who tries to overwhelm you, braggart, an 

opportunist and untrustworthy person, someone who is in a rush, the 
talkative who is unbelievable and superficial, someone who is 
unreliable, someone who is conflicting in love, a goof-off.

  PAGE OF WANDS :
« Some folks can look so busy doing nothing that they seem indispensable.»

Upright Page of Wands  Meaning:
Sometimes, this card implies that your whole situation is overwhelmed by 
feelings of excitement and adventure. At times like this, you should allow 

yourself to feel free to express your ego and energy.
In general, this card demonstrates that what you have started doing before In general, this card demonstrates that what you have started doing before 
is progressing to success. It can also indicate a need for something new, 
such as a venture, a new solution or a new idea. Likewise, it brings us 
positive energy. But we also need to pursue to the end and be determined 

to do those things.
If you are alone, a risky adventurous friend can appear in your world. Take If you are alone, a risky adventurous friend can appear in your world. Take 
that opportunity, but only when you are ready. This card says you need to 

be positive and spontaneous, but do not be too impulsive. Your 
enthusiasm impresses other people, but if you become impatient or angry 
or lose interest, you will skip it all and waste time on your creative projects.
Typically, this is a messenger that gives you inspiration or news of surprise. Typically, this is a messenger that gives you inspiration or news of surprise. 
Extremely good news or new opportunities are coming. It could be the birth 
of a child, a new idea or inspiration, or an opportunity in which you can 
participate and change the world, such as a community project. The 

content of the Page of Wands is almost always positive and being welcomed 
as it is often associated with change and creativity.

The competition is about to begin. If you are waiting for the call for a job The competition is about to begin. If you are waiting for the call for a job 
interview, it will come soon. You are more energetic, optimistic and 
enthusiastic. You can start a learning process. Changing jobs or 

occupations can also happen.



 KNIGHT OF WANDS :
« Enthusiasm is nothing but moral inebriety.»

Reversed Knight of Wands Meaning:
 The appearance of those Knight cards is usually a sign that you are 
about to receive a message, whether the card appears in the upright 
or in the reverse during a spreading. Unfortunately, if you use the 
opposite meaning, the message of the Knight of Wands will imply “a 

delay” and “you will have to wait.” If so, try to be patient.
This reversed card signifies impulsivity, restlessness, impatience, and This reversed card signifies impulsivity, restlessness, impatience, and 
lack of foresight. The character in this card just pursues his own 
interests or decides things so quickly without considering the 

possibility of success or the consequences of them. You need to be 
careful not to rush into things without thinking about the 

consequences. If this is a case of someone in your life, you should 
guide him/her carefully in the future. He/she can learn and improve 
himself/herself from those mistakes; do not control or stop them at himself/herself from those mistakes; do not control or stop them at 

this time.
You should be calm thinking before immediately taking any action 
when things happen. You feel frustrated because some of the factors 
are affecting the plan that you can not control. Remember that 

sometimes, everything does not happen as you wish.

  KNIGHT OF WANDS :
« Difficulties are meant to rouse, not to discourage.»

Upright Knight of Wands Meaning:
On the positive side, this card is full of energy and life. He is never afraid to On the positive side, this card is full of energy and life. He is never afraid to 
experience new things and will reach every passion as possible. Others may 
be afraid of his madness, but they are still attracted by his courage and 
passion. On the negative side, the character in the Knight of Wands is a 
slightly arrogant person of himself as well as his ability. He tends to act 
shallow and thoughtless. No one can expect a firm commitment or loyalty 
from him. He is very reckless and lives irresponsibly. He often acts without 

thinking and continually entangled in troubles because of his thinking and continually entangled in troubles because of his 
temperament.

He is impatient and impulsive, loves to take action. The downside of this 
Knight is that while exploding with energy and enthusiasm, he tends to act 
without considering consequences. He set off in a hurry and did not have a 
clear plan. This can negatively affect the chances of long-term success. He 
is too focused on fame and glory to forget about planning and keeping a 
realistic vision. Sometimes, he is too aggressive and too ambitious. He is 

very consistent even when people protest and criticize him.
Your confidence and enthusiasm can help you achieve your goals. Your confidence and enthusiasm can help you achieve your goals. 

Someone can give you useful business ideas. If you are going to go on a 
vacation, you will have a happy holiday. The relationship fills with the 
promise of an interesting sex life. You are full of energy and enthusiasm.
 You also need to pay special attention until everything is done. Do not fight  You also need to pay special attention until everything is done. Do not fight 
against it, just pay attention to it. Typically, this Knight can indicate a 
hasty change of residence, work or other location. You need to be ready to 
react quickly and go with the flow because resistance would be useless.



 QUEEN OF WANDS :
« Either I will find a way, or I will make one.»

Reversed Queen of Wands Meaning:
 In general, this reversed card may imply that sooner or later you will 

need to help those who are having problems. 
When the Queen of Wands appears in a spread about work, it may be When the Queen of Wands appears in a spread about work, it may be 
that in the short term you will encounter obstacles and delays which 

will cause you to feel frustrated. Do not handle these things 
personally, simply solve them one by one. 

Just like the upright meaning, the Queen of Wands in reverse may Just like the upright meaning, the Queen of Wands in reverse may 
imply a tendency to spend too much money. There is a reason why 
people say “money can’t buy happiness”. But at the same time, you 
do not need to tighten your belt way too much and refuse to spend 

any money, or become too stingy.
The Queen of Wands reversed describes a situation where a person The Queen of Wands reversed describes a situation where a person 
behaves self-centered or selfish. You or people around you are in a 
bad mood, angry, resentful or jealous. You may be attacked or 

bullied, or are behaving this way. Misinformation and distorted truths 
become liars. Someone is making strict demands, taking control or 

behaving petty and narrow-minded.
This Queen card also points out that you recently have lost faith in This Queen card also points out that you recently have lost faith in 
yourself and became scared and afraid. You avoid the limelight and 
worry that others may think that you are no longer attractive. You 
have even been disgraced and slightly embarrassed about your 

reputation. What you need to do is restore confidence in yourself. You 
should release positive energy from within and remember that you 

can fight anything when you put your mind to it.

  QUEEN OF WANDS :
« The greatest difficulties lie where we are not looking for them.»

Upright Queen of Wands Meaning:
She is always attractive and has an eye-catching look in classic style. Her 
warm smile and gentle attitude always bring her lots of friends and 

admirers. She spreads out her energy and enthusiasm. 
The Queen of Wands is a natural extrovert and likes to be the center of The Queen of Wands is a natural extrovert and likes to be the center of 
attention. She is a lovely person who always makes a strong impression, 
making her friends love her sweetness, warmth, and charm. She wants to 
be famous. She has great communication skill and attracts people to be on 
her side with the reputation and positive energy. She has dreams of 

becoming a celebrity, whether in any field.
The downside of this card is that she occasionally becomes stubborn, The downside of this card is that she occasionally becomes stubborn, 
especially when she has pursued her ambition or aim for too long and 
burned herself in this process. Sometimes, she can also be a fraudulent, 
autocratic, irritable, righteous and even dictatorial, especially when you 
criticize her bad sides. She also has the fiery, indescribable passion with a 
bad-tempered personality. She may get mad, scream, and then hug you 

tightly, all happen within an hour.
The Queen of Wands highly recommends you to be strong and courageous The Queen of Wands highly recommends you to be strong and courageous 
in your undertakings and actions. Your creative energy is quite high and 
you have a good sense of direction in your life. You are very optimistic, 
confident, full of ideas and ready to make them as well as share with 

others. You have the ability to express your passion with great authenticity 
and courage.



 KING OF WANDS :
« Great minds have purpose, others have wishes.

Reversed King of Wands Meaning:
A liar or a trickster, a cheat artist, an overbearing and dogmatic; a A liar or a trickster, a cheat artist, an overbearing and dogmatic; a 
stubborn man who wants to control; a prejudiced man who interferes 
with your plan or tries to drag you into a fight, a person who is not 
interested in the emotions of others, people whose main goal is 
self-promotion and self-profit, an unscrupulous missionary, 

second-hand car dealers.
 The worse, the King of Wands represents the most selfish and cruel  The worse, the King of Wands represents the most selfish and cruel 
nature of the Fire element. He may be the business partner who is 
taking advantage of you for his purpose. He may be an unscrupulous 
competitor. In love, he represents an interesting courtship that can be 

devastating emotions.
In the field of work, the King of Wands card, on the one hand, may be In the field of work, the King of Wands card, on the one hand, may be 
a good man, but on the other hand, it can also refer to a specific man 
who tends to be superior and looks down on you. Depending on the 
circumstances you may need to accept this, however, if this man 
causes too much trouble for you, then you may need to speak up for 

yourself and take action. 
An aggressive person can give an uncompromising or intolerant An aggressive person can give an uncompromising or intolerant 
viewpoint. You may need to hold your stance instead of doing 
something which you know is wrong. You should also consider 

whether you are autocratic and ignore the feelings of others. This is 
also a time to watch out for those deceitful artists and their 

mechanism of making money. If it looks too good to be true, it could 
be a scam.

  KING OF WANDS :
« All cruelty springs from hard heartedness and weakness.»

Upright King of Wands Meaning:
A decisive leader, the person who is responsible for a project or business, a A decisive leader, the person who is responsible for a project or business, a 
committed father and husband; a man of generosity, maturity and loyalty 
towards a monogamous relationship and family life; the brilliant diplomat, 
a cautious entrepreneur who is impulsive and married; a man of integrity, 
credibility and professionalism; a person who can help you financially, a 
founder, an adventurer, a person who is responsible and initiates many 

projects.
Overall, King of Wands is a positive sign. Even if this card does not Overall, King of Wands is a positive sign. Even if this card does not 

represent a specific person in your life, it still implies that a man around 
you always wants to give you some help and good thoughts about you. You 
will feel ambitious and goal-oriented, and other things more than that. You 
will have enough financial power to accomplish what you are thinking, just 

be positive.
 If you have ever thought about starting your own business, then this could  If you have ever thought about starting your own business, then this could 
be a great time to do it. Do not be reckless jumping into a field or certain 
investments which you have not known about. You should read, research 

and talk to others about what you want to do.
You can get good advice from a strong, mature and gallant man. In You can get good advice from a strong, mature and gallant man. In 

relationships, you can appreciate the views of your partners. You may have 
the opportunity to interact with interesting people. You can negotiate well 
and communicate your point of view. However, when given the regular 
task, you are more likely to become annoying with the details. If you ask 

about love, be ready for a love adventure.



ACE OF PENTACLES  :
« Money begets money.»

Reversed Ace of Pentacles Meaning:
The upcoming time may be a call for you to step out the world with a 
different, bigger, and more important way to experience life. Go ahead 
and don’t be shy. You will do well. Do not let yourself get bogged down 

in jealousy of other people’s financial ability.
When the Ace of Pentacles reversed appears during a Tarot spread, it When the Ace of Pentacles reversed appears during a Tarot spread, it 
is important not to let yourself think excessively negative about the 
money. Instead of thinking that other people are richer than you, 
acknowledge the fact that your financial capacity is still very stable 
and will keep up in the near future. Think positive and take good 

advantage of what you have.
Something will be wrong with a project or business that you just have Something will be wrong with a project or business that you just have 
started recently. The expected or promising results will not come true. 
The loss is possible to happen. You may receive less than expected or 
the payment may be delayed. Situations revolving health, career, 

money and business issues can make it difficult for you.

  ACE OF PENTACLES :
« Not he who has much is rich, but he who gives much. »

Upright Ace of Pentacles Meaning:
The Ace of Pentacles is a symbol of the possibility of prosperity, affluence, 
trust, safety, and solidity.On the other hand, this “seed of productivity” 
can be a gift, an offer, an opportunity, an event to meet or connect with 

others.
The Ace of Pentacles implies that you should enjoy a new start on many The Ace of Pentacles implies that you should enjoy a new start on many 
levels and that new start is extremely positive. Your health and your 

vitality will likely reach its peak. The appearance of this card is often a sign 
that your life will turn into a better direction in terms of money and 

prosperity, or it may be a sign that you will receive gifts or money, even the 
right to inherit from places you did not expect.

You should try new ways to help to stabilize the spirit. You can visit You should try new ways to help to stabilize the spirit. You can visit 
another place of worship. If you always keep your personal views on the 
mental side, try to find people who have the same thoughts as you.
If you are having a relationship that both you and your lover have If you are having a relationship that both you and your lover have 

committed to the future, this is the time it will soon reach a new level. If 
you are still looking for love, it is the time to step out, meet people and 
look for promising new beginnings. You should get ready, think positive 

and enjoy the fun.



TWO  OF PENTACLES  :
« A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.»

Reversed Two of Pentacles Meaning:
You may feel overwhelmed by obligations. Life is full of complexities 
and there is no way out at this time. You will have to pay attention to 
the details of complicated administrative tasks. It is hard to persevere 
to achieve goals and to resolve conflicting contradictions. Maybe, you 

are confusing and biting off more than you can chew.
In a Tarot spread, the Two of Pentacles let you know that you can In a Tarot spread, the Two of Pentacles let you know that you can 
juggle with all the requests aimed at you. In fact, you will enjoy the 
pleasure in every challenge. If you do not feel confident at the 
moment, this card reminds you to believe in yourself. You have 
everything you need to reach your goal and go further. Let’s accept 

the challenge.

  TWO  OF PENTACLES :
« If a man will begin with certainties, he shall end in doubts. »

Upright Two of Pentacles Meaning:
Although it is not a ‘rainbows and sunshine’ card, the Two of Pentacles Although it is not a ‘rainbows and sunshine’ card, the Two of Pentacles 
shouldn’t be viewed in a totally negative light. In fact, this card is actually 
a reminder to be both persevering and adaptable when dealing with life’s 
challenges.The card is all about finding balance and indicates that you’re a 
master in multitasking. But, it also warns you that there is a thin line 
between completing the tasks at hand, meeting your obligations, and 

losing control.
The Two of Pentacles is pretty straight forward in a love or relationship The Two of Pentacles is pretty straight forward in a love or relationship 
Tarot reading. Typically, it means that you and your lover are not devoting 
enough care and attention to each other. There is a period when you are 
too wrapped in up work or other commitments and have not taken the 
time to care for each others needs. In some cases, the Two of Pentacles 

can symbolize cheating and infidelity. 
 It is an advisory card saying that it is a time to think things over. Think  It is an advisory card saying that it is a time to think things over. Think 
about the pros and cons. The card often comes up as "evolution" and 

"transition" from one stage of life to the other.



THREE OF PENTACLES  :
« Well begun is half done.»

Reversed Three of Pentacles Meaning:
The Three of Pentacles is generally a positive card, especially in terms 
of work/career. At the same time, it also carries the message that this 

is not the time when you allow yourself to be distracted.
Work is the most focused aspect of this reversed card. This is an Work is the most focused aspect of this reversed card. This is an 
important time to do your best instead of finding the simplest 
solutions. Once you do so, you will have many opportunities to 

achieve great success.
The Three of Pentacles reversed shows the need to learn more, work The Three of Pentacles reversed shows the need to learn more, work 
harder and demand new skills to complete important projects. You 
should be careful not to miss the priceless opportunity because of 
risk concerns. Other people may reprimand you for not knowing what 
you are doing or for producing poor results.Even if you work hard, 
you still feel disregarded, unsatisfied or bored. Perhaps, you focus too 
much on gaining approval and recognition rather than doing good 
work. Excessive attention to improving social status will impede work. Excessive attention to improving social status will impede 

relationships with others.

  THREE OF PENTACLES :
« The employer generally gets the employees he deserves.»

Upright Three of Pentacles Meaning:
This card tells you that the surrounding people highly appreciate you and 
your efforts, as well as realize the quality of the work you have done even if 
you did not get paid for those jobs. It reminds you to continue maintaining 
and promoting what you are doing because you are on the right track 

(although there are still possibilities for further progress).
The Three of Pentacles is a card of material development. This situation The Three of Pentacles is a card of material development. This situation 
involves money, occupation, education, physicality, property or project 
that brings tangible results. You will be rewarded for working proficiently 
and using skills, knowledge, and talents. You can have a good start and be 

recognized as an expert in the field you pursue.
In terms of relationship, the Three of Pentacles is also a hopeful sign. In terms of relationship, the Three of Pentacles is also a hopeful sign. 

Especially if you already have someone to love and care about, that person 
sees in you a very positive light and that you are the one who meets all the 
standards he/she is looking for, even though love has not yet developed. 
So, you should be patient. If you do not have a lover but are looking for 
one, this card indicates that you are more likely to meet that person 

through work (yours or his/her work).



FOUR OF PENTACLES  :
« A penny saved is a penny earned."»

Reversed Four of Pentacles Meaning:
When reversed, the Four of Pentacles veers sharply into the negative When reversed, the Four of Pentacles veers sharply into the negative 
meanings of the card. Instead of being protective you become greedy, 
and you succumb to stinginess. You are haunted by certain fears of 
poverty which compels you to be nothing but materialistic. You are 
incredibly self-protective and defensive in terms of materialistic 
things, and you are not opening up to trust other people out of fear 

that they may be taking them away. 
On the other side, you might actually be spending too much money, On the other side, you might actually be spending too much money, 
and you need to start getting a proper hold of your actual financial 
resources. In any case, the card is capable of inducing both positive 
and negative associations, and you need to be very accountable and 

considerate if you get the Four of Pentacles in a reading.

  FOUR OF PENTACLES :
« A great dowry is a bed full of brambles.»

Upright Four of Pentacles Meaning:
The Four of Pentacles card is capable of generating both negative and The Four of Pentacles card is capable of generating both negative and 
positive perceptions. On one hand, the card signifies that you have 
successfully managed to accomplish much of your goals and you have 
managed to attain a significant material wealth in the process. However, 
on the other hand, there is a significant chance that you will start valuing 
things only for their material worth. You have worked hard to get to the 
point where you are now, and it is absolutely natural for your to desire to 
make sure that you remain stable. But this also has a chance to turn you make sure that you remain stable. But this also has a chance to turn you 
into an overly possessive or greedy person who wants to ensure that no 

one is capable of taking away your own wealth.
The Four of Pentacles is also a card which shows that you are currently in 

a position in which you have solid investments and that you are 
financially stable. Because of your new-found wealth, you are being 
particularly conservative about money, and you are most definitely not 
inclined to gamble when it comes to any kind of financial matters. You are 
protective of what you have managed to accumulate throughout time, and 

you desire to steadily increase your overall net worth.
Be aware that without risk, there is no reward - if you spend too much of Be aware that without risk, there is no reward - if you spend too much of 
your time attempting to conserve, you may become a prisoner to your own 
material possessions. Wealth is a kind of energy as well, and we create 

what we express.



FIVE  OF PENTACLES  :
« Necessity is the mother of invention."»

Reversed Five of Pentacles Meaning:
The Five of Pentacles reversed can be a sign of a stage where you are 
about to switch from a sense of insecurity to safety. Whether the 

cause is because you have realized that the time has come or because 
you have started to see new good prospects, this is still a positive 

move.
In general, this reversed card is the message that the previously In general, this reversed card is the message that the previously 

abandoned feeling in the upright card is passing. Your confidence is 
now gradually being recreated. You should believe in every reason 

that makes you feel more comfortable.
Concerns about financial issues are gradually removed. Something Concerns about financial issues are gradually removed. Something 
happens that makes you feel more comfortable. You just need to pay 
attention to what needed and do not hesitate to ask for help or 

support.
In the positive meaning, the Five of Pentacles implies the period of In the positive meaning, the Five of Pentacles implies the period of 
poverty and deprivation at the upright card has come to an end. Your 
health has improved. Problems related to money, income, and 

business began to disappear.
In the negative meaning, the difficulties at the upright card become 

heavier and more persistent.

  FIVE OF PENTACLES :
« Beggars can't be choosers.»

Upright Five of Pentacles Meaning:
Whenever the Five of Pentacles shows up in a reading, it suggests a time of Whenever the Five of Pentacles shows up in a reading, it suggests a time of 
hardship and insecurity. The meaning of this card can be deep loneliness, 
illness, poverty or loss. Your status might take a turn for the worse in the 
near future. There is a chance that you will lose something significant, 
whether it is financial wealth or an important item. Deterioration of your 

health might be already ongoing or be very sudden. 
The person with crutches has a lot of symbolism. This person may be The person with crutches has a lot of symbolism. This person may be 
feeling cursed - that their bad luck is something that they can’t shake off 
easily. The Five of Pentacles symbolism can also be that of old debts, high 
credit card balances, or unpaid loans. It is a reminder that you should 
consider sorting out your finances. Mistakes you have made in the past 

might also haunt you.
The Five of Pentacles is not a good sign when it comes to questions The Five of Pentacles is not a good sign when it comes to questions 
relating to love. It can be an indicator that the person you love is not 

feeling the same way. 
You may feel yourself being treated coldly. You may be financially stressed You may feel yourself being treated coldly. You may be financially stressed 
and may be falling into hard times. If your financial status is stable, you 
will realize that money cannot buy love. You may be biting off more than 
you can chew. At this point, it is the time to get rid of useless spending 

and other restrained situations in life.



SIX OF PENTACLES  :
« Measure out your charity carefully - too much help can make a good man helpless.»

Reversed Six of Pentacles Meaning:
The Six of Pentacles reversed can suggest that charity can be The Six of Pentacles reversed can suggest that charity can be 
one-way. If you have loaned someone money, you should not be 

expecting your money to be paid back, or your favor to be returned in 
the future. You should be cautious about the people you are lending 
money to, especially if you are not financially stable. You could also 
have problems with spending and giving away more than you can 

really afford.
The Six of Pentacles reversed can also warn you about the debts that The Six of Pentacles reversed can also warn you about the debts that 
you have. This could mean that you are in over your head and it is 
going to come back and be a major problem in the future. You should 
also be careful of entering business endeavors during this time 
because you could end up with a huge loss, instead of getting a 

return on your investment.
The last Six of Pentacles reversal meaning is that there is selfishness The last Six of Pentacles reversal meaning is that there is selfishness 
related to giving and charity. This may mean that you are willing to 
give others in a way that is not to benefit them, but to benefit 
yourself. You should be cautious that you are not just being 

charitable to prove you are giving or generous to others. The source of 
generosity should be selfless, not selfish.

  SIX OF PENTACLES :
« Creditors have better memories than debtors.»

Upright Six of Pentacles Meaning:
The Six of Pentacles means is that you are in a position where you have a The Six of Pentacles means is that you are in a position where you have a 
good relationship with your income. Like the main figure in the card, the 
amount of money that you bring in and your expenses are balanced well, 
and you are fortunate enough to not have any stress. You are also grateful 
for all that you own and can happily share your wealth with others. As you 
can tell from the imagery in the card, the Six of Pentacles can be about 
charity. You can either be the man giving away money to the needy, or a 

beggar gratefully receiving what you need from wealthy donor. beggar gratefully receiving what you need from wealthy donor. 
If the card is showing that you are the giver, you have built up wealth, and 
you are now able to help others with financial assistance. You may have 
lived long enough in the darkness of the Five of Pentacles to be able to see 
the light. You are thinking about giving to charities or helping someone 
who could need your support and was in the same position you were 
before. The Six of Pentacles does not have to be about material gifts or 

money, it can also mean your time and presence.
If the card is showing you are one of the beggars, you could be receiving If the card is showing you are one of the beggars, you could be receiving 
someone else’s charity. This could help you recover, so take the help - you 
will be able to repay the kindness in the future. You may also be able to 
find ways of becoming self-sufficient in the future. Despite this situation, 
you should be mindful that you should not become desperate or 

submissive during this time.



SEVEN OF PENTACLES  :
« God helps those who help themselves.»

Reversed Seven of Pentacles Meaning:
The Seven of Pentacles reversed urges you to clearly define the 

meaning of success and think about how your goals will be met. This 
is not the time to live a goalless life. Be realistic!

It is likely that you will become more and more bored with your work. It is likely that you will become more and more bored with your work. 
You should spend some time and effort to find out what is the reason 
for this feeling and let your mind be clear about things that can help 
change your current situation (or that change may start from you).
Seven of Pentacles reversed implies that you may feel depressed and Seven of Pentacles reversed implies that you may feel depressed and 
lack of satisfaction in terms of spirit. This may be the time for you to 
withdraw from mental activities/organizations to take time to rest. 
You can also talk about your thoughts and learn from other people 
with similar perspectives as you (even from people with different 
perspectives from you). This card wants to remind you that your 

everyday spiritual life needs a little adjustment in the direction of the 
better.better.

If you are in the process of finding true love and fail constantly, 
maybe you are having unrealistic fantasies or idealizing excessively 

the standards of your future lover.

  SEVEN OF PENTACLES :
« Where there's muck there's brass.»

Upright Seven of Pentacles Meaning:
This card is also a call for an evaluation. When we are busy, we do not This card is also a call for an evaluation. When we are busy, we do not 
always have time to scrutinize what we are doing and the reason why we 
do it, whether we are on the right track or getting the results we want or 
not. Those major problems will arise if you do not consider and evaluate 
appropriately at critical times. This card also suggests you take the time to 
ensure that you are following the right path to achieve the goals you have 

set.
It also represents a state of confusion. In real life, people tend to maintain It also represents a state of confusion. In real life, people tend to maintain 
what is familiar. Changing orientation is not easy. This card can be a 
reminder to find out whether you need to adjust or even change your life 

comprehensively or not.
On a positive side, the Seven of Pentacles implies that you have the ability On a positive side, the Seven of Pentacles implies that you have the ability 
to feel you have wasted time on a project, but it turns out to be not. You 

have reached a reasonable position to pause and evaluate the 
development of an ongoing business. Your patience is creating gradual 
and steady growth in your work. There is still a lot of work to do and your 
efforts will eventually pay off, however, this is not the time to stop trying. 

Your financial situation is changing in a better way.
On a negative side, it carries a less favorable meaning. You may feel like On a negative side, it carries a less favorable meaning. You may feel like 
you are giving up a project that you have spent a lot of time on and have a 
hard time developing. You may realize that you will not achieve the goal 
after all the work that you have done. Your health may be impaired 
perhaps due to an incident, a metabolic imbalance, or an infection.



 EIGHT  OF PENTACLES  :
« Actions speak louder than words.»

Reversed Eight of Pentacles Meaning:
When reversed, the Eight of Pentacles signifies something similar to When reversed, the Eight of Pentacles signifies something similar to 
the upright position, but the tasks may be even more demanding. 

This means that you need to execute swiftly and with great care if you 
want to be happy and successful with this outcome. In terms of work, 
the Eight of Pentacles reversed refers to the importance of impressing 
your employer through your diligence, dedication and intelligence. 
Never avoid any task or responsibility in your work - or else this can 
damage your reputation. In love, the Eight of Pentacles may reveal damage your reputation. In love, the Eight of Pentacles may reveal 
that both of you may not be prepared to handle the responsibilities to 

make your relationship work.
With regards to finances, you may be delusional about your current 
financial state. Perhaps you are currently relying on pure luck to 
make it. While there is absolutely nothing wrong with dreaming, you 
should understand that you should be patient and be ready to work 
hard if you want to improve your standing. In relation to health, the 
Eight of Pentacles reversed may point to a situation that is worrying 
you, but you have no idea how to fix it. Never be afraid to ask the help 
of a medical professional to help you understand your condition and of a medical professional to help you understand your condition and 

improve.

   EIGHT  OF PENTACLES :
« Our patience will achieve more than our force.»

Upright Eight of Pentacles Meaning:
This card indicates a time that you have to work hard and focus entirely This card indicates a time that you have to work hard and focus entirely 
on your tasks. This is not necessarily a negative situation, but this means 
that you must really strive to be the best. The task that you need to 

accomplish can be personal or professional. No matter what type of task it 
is, do not be afraid to ask for help when things get overwhelming. The 
Eight of Pentacles refers to the efforts that you undertake. There is a 

possibility that there will be a lot of things that you need to address. Hard 
work is essential, but you still need to find a balance. work is essential, but you still need to find a balance. 

When it comes to work, those who are seeking employment should expect 
that the nature of their job will be demanding. The Eight of Pentacles also 
indicates that you need to be confident in yourself that you will be able to 

fulfill the job. For those who are currently employed, you will be 
responsible for carrying out more tasks and responsibilities. Never hesitate 
to ask the assistance of your co-workers. In terms of love, your work may 
possibly be affecting your relationship. Regardless of how demanding your 
job is, you need to make some time for your emotional connections with job is, you need to make some time for your emotional connections with 

other people.
On the matters of finances, The Eight of Pentacles may signify financial 
assistance that you have been hoping to receive. Be careful on how you 
are going to spend this money, remember that this is a fruit of your hard 
labor and not luck. When it comes to health, the Eight of Pentacles can 
mean that it is time for you to commit and work hard in order to improve 

your health - you must stay vigilant about exercise and diet.



NINE OF PENTACLES  :
« A great dowry is a bed full of brambles.»

Reversed Nine of Pentacles Meaning:
The Nine of Pentacles reversed can be indicative of suffering from 

financial issues. It can perhaps indicate a false display of security and 
stability. There may be a desire here to keep up appearances - to have 
all the finer things in life even when we cannot afford to do so. Where 

does this stem from? 
Take this as an opportunity for you to figure out what it is most Take this as an opportunity for you to figure out what it is most 

important. The Nine of Pentacles reversed indicates a moment when 
one truly sees - perhaps for the first time, that we cannot depend 

completely on material wealth to bring happiness.
Other meanings of this card differ with context - you may instead find Other meanings of this card differ with context - you may instead find 
yourself at a period in life where you should be able to rest and relax 
after years of hard work, but you find yourself unable to unwind. In 
this case, rejuvenation is the ultimate advice of the Nine of Pentacles 
reversed. You need to take a few steps back and allow yourself to rest 

and regain your strength.

   NINE OF PENTACLES :
« Poverty is no sin.»

Upright Nine of Pentacles Meaning:
This Nine of Pentacles card indicates that the querent has reached a stage 
in their lives where they are confident, independent and self-sufficient. 
Through hard work, this person is now ready to enjoy money, leisure and 

material comfort.
The difficulties that were faced in the earlier journey of the pentacles The difficulties that were faced in the earlier journey of the pentacles 

appear to be over. The Nine of Pentacles conveys not only joy, but also the 
feeling of security and freedom that material wealth can bring. Looking 
back, the querent can now celebrate the difficulties, the struggles, and the 
hard work that lined her path. Her previous challenges gave her the wider 
perspective she needs to understand the spiritual value of her success. 
Knowing how difficult it was to get here, she intends to enjoy every single 

day that is given to her.day that is given to her.
Like the other nines in the tarot, sometimes this card indicates that the 
querent has not yet reached completion in their journey. There is 
something that is missing here - the element of her community and 
relationships. The gifts of the suits are meant to be shared, and yet this 
woman is so far from home. The Nine of Pentacles can also be about a 
specific time period of this person’s life. This time is about restraint and 

grace. Diplomacy and grace will lead to the desired outcome.



 TEN OF PENTACLES  :
« He is a good man whom fortune makes better. »

Reversed Ten of Pentacles Meaning:
The Ten of Pentacles reversed meaning may be a warning about your The Ten of Pentacles reversed meaning may be a warning about your 
future financial status. It could point to problems and hiccups later 
on in life, even though they may not currently be an issue. It could 
also show the faulty nature of an investment that you have put a lot 
of time and effort in. In general, this reversed card seems to signal 
that you are placing too many bets on your short-term success, while 
harming your long-term potential. Take a step back and evaluate 
whether your decisions right now will lead to more damage in the whether your decisions right now will lead to more damage in the 

future. 
The Ten of Pentacles reversed meaning can also deal with 

relationships. It could show the sudden end of a marriage that has 
been going strong for years. It could also show that you have hit a 

rough patch, but there is still hope for things to get back on track. For 
those who are single, it could point to the fact that some of your 
relationships have been great for short term fun, but lack the 

substance to lead to lifelong commitment.

   TEN OF PENTACLES :
« Wealth like want ruins many.»

Upright Ten of Pentacles Meaning:
The Ten of Pentacles deals with permanence and satisfaction. The card The Ten of Pentacles deals with permanence and satisfaction. The card 
shows that everything you have put your efforts into for a long time will 
pay off in the future. It suggests that everything will work out well in the 
end - for you have always kept the long term picture in view, choosing to 
take no shortcuts. Your legacy is sure to stand for quite a long time to 
come. This is a relief, for the path to get here has been filled with setbacks 

and challenges, making this point of the journey even sweeter. 
The meaning of the Ten of Pentacles also relates to the happiness that you The meaning of the Ten of Pentacles also relates to the happiness that you 
experience because you have planted many seeds of happiness and 

shared in the lives of others, particularly family members and relatives. It 
points to the importance of these people in your lives.

The Ten of Pentacles symbolism is rooted in both financial success and The Ten of Pentacles symbolism is rooted in both financial success and 
stability. It shows affluence and lack of financial struggle. It also implores 
you to make decisions that will not only have positive results in the 
present but also in the long term. The decisions that you make should 
produce positive results that last for generations to come, trickling down 

to your offspring as well.



 PAGE OF PENTACLES  :
« Train hard fight easy.»

Reversed Page of Pentacles Meaning:
When the Page of Pentacles card appears reversed, it may point to 
your lack of focus. There is a possibility that you are being distracted 
with lots of things. Try to borrow the talents of this page and focus 

your mind before moving on the next thing.
It may also indicate that you need to give yourself a break to refresh It may also indicate that you need to give yourself a break to refresh 
your mind. With regards to work, the Page of Pentacles reversed may 
signify that you are currently feeling overwhelmed due to the heavy 
demands in your workplace. Remember that it is always better to ask 
for assistance and complete the work rather than to try to finish it all 
by yourself and end up failing to do so. In terms of love, you are 
probably in a solid and steady romantic relationship, but perhaps 

someone else has caught your interest lately.someone else has caught your interest lately.
When it comes to your finances, the Page of Pentacles reversed may 
refer to that urge to play and gamble. Be sure to stay responsible and 
be in control of your actions. In terms of health, do your best to stay 

away from dangerous activities.

   PAGE OF PENTACLES :
« Little knowledge is a dangerous thing.»

Upright Page of Pentacles Meaning:
When we meet the Page of Pentacles, we see immediately that she is one When we meet the Page of Pentacles, we see immediately that she is one 
that is ambitious and focused. She is protected, nourished, provided for by 
the suit whose name she bears. Guided by it, she is deeply tied to the 
earth, nature, and all of its gifts. She cherishes the body, for it too is 

something which is a manifestation of her element. Her diligence, ambition 
and loyalty drives her to quickly make plans for the future - for it is there 

where her focus lies. 
When you meet her, she may be the bearer of news connected to all When you meet her, she may be the bearer of news connected to all 

earthly and material matters. When you hear her message, be inspired as 
she is - lay down the foundations to follow your ambitions.

Generally, the Page of pentacles refers to the kind of energy that you need Generally, the Page of pentacles refers to the kind of energy that you need 
to complete all that is needed for your work. It may point to the 

determination, focus and the ability to stick with a particular task no 
matter how boring it may seem. In terms of work, the Page of Pentacles 
may signify that there are a lot of tasks you are responsible for, but your 
time to complete them is much too limited. This is not the time to feel 
stressed and overwhelmed. Assistance will be there for you, you just have 

to ask for it. to ask for it. 
In relation to finances, the Page of Pentacles can refer to the reward for 
your hard work. For those who are investing their hard–earned money, 
this is not the perfect time for you to take the risk. Invest your money in a 
safe and traditional way - the diligence will pay you back. If you are 
currently experiencing a health issue, this problem may be the result of 
the continuous neglect. Let a professional make sure that this is not the 

case.



 KNIGHT OF PENTACLES  :
« Practice makes perfect.»

Reversed Knight of Pentacles Meaning:

Even though you may be feeling a sense of laziness, lethargy, and lack Even though you may be feeling a sense of laziness, lethargy, and lack 
of excitement about what is going on in your life, there is one 

important thing you need to know that you are the only one who can 
change yourself. Let’s learn new things, open your heart and think 
about the changes (but of course, do not exchange good things for 

bad changes).
Knight of Pentacles reversed implies that it is important for you to Knight of Pentacles reversed implies that it is important for you to 
change yourself. You should try new thing, study or research some 
other aspects, meet new people or pursue a new hobby, but do not 

lose the good things that you have.
Hardworking people, idiots, hoodlums, jobless people, people involved Hardworking people, idiots, hoodlums, jobless people, people involved 
in dishonest financial transactions, people who leave hard work for 
others or refuse to work, irresponsible people that might involve bad 
debt, people who are rushing and making mistakes; people who are 
greedy, taking advantage of others and vulgar; people who are 

different, lack of inspiration and complacent.

   KNIGHT OF PENTACLES :
« Feather by feather a goose is plucked. »

Upright Knight of Pentacles Meaning:

On the positive side, Knight once he has made up his mind taking action, 
he would not give up. He persistently pursues his goal and has great 
endurance and ability to devote as a diligent warrior. He completes each 
job to the final detail. Besides, he is careful, never neglected, always 

realistic, and says no to the false promises.
On the negative side, the Knight of Pentacles is somewhat stubborn and On the negative side, the Knight of Pentacles is somewhat stubborn and 
slow. He has no sense of humor. He always gives first priority to work, 
tends to lack flexibility and easily obsesses by small details, is stubborn 
when making mistakes, refuses to give in even if he is not right, and will 
never admit that he is wrong. He does not like change or risk and his 

views are often negative
If the meaning of this card does not fulfill you, you need to be careful. You If the meaning of this card does not fulfill you, you need to be careful. You 
should restrain yourself if you are spending too much; be confident and do 
not give up if you are pursuing something; be more diligent and complete 
all deadlines if you are often distracted and get behindhand in your work. 
Let this Knight take you into the world of his caution and steadfastness.
People who are sensitive, devoted and reliable; accountants, financial People who are sensitive, devoted and reliable; accountants, financial 

managers, traders, craftsmen, mechanics, people working in the industry, 
engineers, mathematicians, business travelers, landowners, people who 
are tolerant and diligent, patient people, hard-working people, serious and 

methodical people.



QUEEN OF PENTACLES  :
« Success is not in what you have, but who you are. »

Reversed Queen of Pentacles Meaning:
When the Queen of Pentacles becomes disconnected with the energy When the Queen of Pentacles becomes disconnected with the energy 
of her suit, she can become someone who is completely self-absorbed. 
Gone is the upright generosity in her suit, she can be selfish and even 
envious when others successes seem greater than hers. Upright, her 
home is usually a sanctuary for her guests, but reversed it may 
instead be slovenly - she loses the ability to take care of herself and 
her surroundings. Her focus on the material may manifest negatively, 

making her greedy, and yet lacking in her sense of duty and making her greedy, and yet lacking in her sense of duty and 
capability. How can she ground herself again, how can she re-enter 
the sacred relationship she naturally feels with the earth and all its 

living creatures? 
The Queen of Pentacles reversed may also indicate that you have 
misplaced priorities, which may eventually be compromising to your 
future. You may find yourself distracted and unable to focus on your 
work and your long-term goals. You could also be busy working on 
projects without taking time to consult experienced people who can 

guide you away from mistakes. 
This card could also suggest those that you care for are now ready to This card could also suggest those that you care for are now ready to 
become accountable and responsible for their own lives. You must 
learn to let go and given them their independence - the role of 

caregiver is most rewarding when your loved ones have grown strong 
enough to make their own decisions.

  QUEEN OF PENTACLES :
« Не does not possess wealth that allows it to possess him. »

Upright Queen of Pentacles Meaning:
The Queen of Pentacles represents both a down-to-earth woman who The Queen of Pentacles represents both a down-to-earth woman who 
plays many roles to ensure that she keeps her family happy. She knows 
how and when to show love - keeping an orderly home, cooking comforting 
meals and takes care of the children. But do not mistake her for being 
only a homebody - alongside all these motherly attributes, she can plan 
business ventures and execute her plans successfully. It is through her 
naturally talented business sense that she is surrounded by such luxury. 
She is quiet and does not like disclosing her financial accounts, fearing She is quiet and does not like disclosing her financial accounts, fearing 
that it could bring more complexity to her life, which she desires to keep 
rather simple. She may have a secret bank account that nobody knows 
about - for she may choose to be careful, vigilant and self-sufficient. The 
Queen of Pentacles therefore represents a motherly figure who desires to 
help you maneuver your way and achieve your goals with a the helping of 
her common sense. She will not only show you love, but she will also show 
you the way forward whenever you seem to be stranded and confused. you the way forward whenever you seem to be stranded and confused. 
With her advice, she will ensure that you do not make dangerous financial 
decisions. She offers you precautions, principles and support, all lessons 
that she has learned in her personal life. Because she is a self-made 

woman, she wants too for you to be independent and wise, such that you 
are also able to raise others and make them responsible.



KING OF PENTACLES  :
« Not he who has much is rich, but he who gives much.  »

Reversed King of Pentacles Meaning:
When reversed, the King of Pentacles falls from his throne. Once the When reversed, the King of Pentacles falls from his throne. Once the 
king of a prosperous kingdom, it has been taken away from him, or 
lost. Disconnected from the energy of his suit, he may have been 

impatient, he may have been too indulgent, he may have gambled too 
far and overstretched himself, he may have sought shortcuts that led 
him to ruin. He may become too focused on the material, only 
understanding the cost of things, and never their value. 

The King of Pentacles reversed may also signify that your definition of The King of Pentacles reversed may also signify that your definition of 
success and happiness is only determined by outer appearances, and 
not by the true value that security and stability can bring to you. It is 
a time for you to cultivate an more wholistic attitude to the material 
world to find an authentic happiness. In terms of love, this card can 
mean that someone dear to you is currently facing issues due to 

matters concerning his or her career.
When it comes to finances, the King of Pentacles reversed is telling When it comes to finances, the King of Pentacles reversed is telling 
you to look at the long-term goal. You may be facing financial issues 
but do not look at yourself as a failure. Stay positive and understand 
that this is just a phase in your life. When given the chance again, do 

not make choices based only on the short-term picture. 
The King of Pentacles' appearance in a reading can indicate some sort The King of Pentacles' appearance in a reading can indicate some sort 

of material loss or loss in reputation - beware that you do not 
replicate his mistakes.

  KING OF PENTACLES :
« Wealth is not his that has it, but his who enjoys it. »

Upright King  of Pentacles Meaning:
When we meet the King of Pentacles, we feel immediately his regal and When we meet the King of Pentacles, we feel immediately his regal and 
generous presence. He is a provider and a protector, for under his care is a 
flourishing and abundant kingdom where its citizens are prosperous and 
encouraged to grow. He is naturally responsible and reliable, and through 
the wisdom granted to him by his suit, he has grown all that he has 
acquired from practically nothing. To see him in the cards is to envision 
success - one that was won by earnest work. Generally, this card reminds 
us to stay in control of our energy and our resources in pursuit of a larger us to stay in control of our energy and our resources in pursuit of a larger 
goal. When it comes to work, the King of Pentacles may refer to a more 
established man who will pay a significant role in your career. This man 
can be wise and rational, but he may also be careless when passing 
judgment. He can be your biggest supporter, but be prepared to receive 
unsolicited and harsh criticism. In love, this can indicate that the person 
that you’ve been waiting for can come along and will love you for who you 

are.are.
With regards to finances, the King of Pentacles is one of the best cards to 
receive. This may mean that your financial situation is stable as a result of 
your wise investments and hard work. In case you are taking a gamble, be 

sure to initiate a calculated action.



ACE OF CUPS :
« Happiness is not a destination. It is a method of life.»

Reversed Ace of Cups Meaning:

Love is not returned, lose your love, lovelornness, rejection, the 
breakdown of love, the end of a love, relationship problems, 

conditional love, avoidance emotional attachment, loneliness, grief, 
loss, separation, tears, sorrow, sadness.

Suffering, pain, self-centered, manipulation, sex without love, boring, Suffering, pain, self-centered, manipulation, sex without love, boring, 
not ready for love, obstacles at the beginning of a relationship, 

problems in a marriage, unhappiness, mess with someone’s feelings, 
lack of emotional response, feeling cheated.

The Ace of Cups reversed is a positive omen, but in general, you may 
still feel a bit difficult. Keep in mind that you can handle most of the 

deadlocks with reasonable attention through times
It invites you to restrain your emotions for better benefits. For It invites you to restrain your emotions for better benefits. For 
example, when the relationship ends, you will want to burst into 
tears, but this Ace card advise you to try to hold back your emotion 
and regain balance. Sometimes, you express excessive emotions, 

reveal your weaknesses or worse, accidentally harming those around 
you. You should try to express your feelings at a moderate level so 
that you can continue to live in a balanced and stable way.

ACE OF CUPS :
« It's a poor heart that never rejoices.»

Upright Ace of Cups Meaning:

Getting the Ace of Cups upright shows that it's time to let loose of Getting the Ace of Cups upright shows that it's time to let loose of 
whatever emotional baggage you have and start living your life to the 
fullest. Like with all the other aces, there is a new beginning that is 
indicated here - a chance to start fresh. It might come in the form of 
opening yourself up to the possibilities of new relationships, romantic or 
otherwise, that have the ability to make you emotionally fulfilled. The 
release indicated by this card may either be spiritual or emotional, 

depending on what you are going through. The Ace of Cups may come to a depending on what you are going through. The Ace of Cups may come to a 
reading after a long period of being lonely or enduring something that 
deeply hurt you emotionally, and it's appearance may be there to herald 
the turning over a new leaf. It is important for one to open themselves to 
more opportunities for friendships, love and spiritual learnings. There is a 
chance now to put your past behind you, for you are being offered the gifts 

of the cups.
It is up to you whether you take the cup and drink to the fullest.



TWO OF CUPS :
« Love begets love.»

Reversed Two of Cups Meaning:

When reversed, the Two of Cups can mean that the balance that was When reversed, the Two of Cups can mean that the balance that was 
once there is broken. This balance was an integral part of keeping the 
individuals together, but to break it is to create disconnection and 
discord. The negative energy of two forces is present, and instead of 
them joining or attracting, they seem to repel each other. You may be 
finding that certain small details that were not problems before are 
coming into play, signaling that one party may have resentments. A 
line of communication that allowed you and the other party to openly line of communication that allowed you and the other party to openly 
talk about disagreements has been cut off, only worsening the cycle of 
resentment and imbalance. Be the first to open up, and you may find 
the problem much easier to repair than you thought it would be.
You may be bothered by leaving the person you care about. There 
may be cases of broken trust, repudiation, cautious attitude, hurt 
feelings or unpredictable partnerships. The atmosphere is not 

harmonious around you. Some people are upset by selfishness and 
the controversy is sure to happen. One side always gives and the 

other side only receives.

TWO OF CUPS :
« Love can be a blessing or a curse.»

Upright Two of Cups Meaning:

To see the Two of Cups is an indication of a partnership that is built on To see the Two of Cups is an indication of a partnership that is built on 
the union of forces, a strong connection and a balanced and equal 

partnership. The exchange of cups suggest that each party's emotions are 
intertwined with the other's, and each participant's feelings have profound 

affects on the other. A strong pair is indicated here, the joy of two 
becoming one. 

When it comes to work, you may notice that the people around you will When it comes to work, you may notice that the people around you will 
start to appreciate you more. There is a mutual respect here, meaning you 
will also be more comfortable in your workplace. If you are looking for new 
job opportunities, this card may be a good sign. In terms of love, the card 
represents commitment, a balanced relationship, and love. But this does 
not simply mean that you will no longer need to nurture your love to make 
it last. The card only signifies that true love and affection is present.

In your finances, the Two of Cups is associated with fairness and balance. In your finances, the Two of Cups is associated with fairness and balance. 
This means that you are currently financially capable and you have the 
right amount of money to deal with your obligations. In relation with your 
health, people who are currently facing some health issues need to look for 
a practitioner that they will be comfortable working with and whom they 
can trust. In spirituality, it is a call for you to be more endearing and 
loving towards the others. You are receiving positive energy from the 

universe, and you need to share that energy.universe, and you need to share that energy.



THREE  OF CUPS :
« It’s a poor heart that never rejoices.»

Reversed Three of Cups Meaning:

Despite being in reverse, this is still a very positive card, you can 
expect at least an interesting reunion with someone or something that 
you have been away for a while. You will feel supported by friends and 

family. Make sure that you keep in touch with everyone.
This reversed card indicates that you can make use of the group to This reversed card indicates that you can make use of the group to 
dig deeper into your spiritual world. Even if you are considering that 
your mental problems are private and do not like to talk to others 
about it. This is a great time to review and learn from the experience 
and attitudes of others, how they do to develop their morale. You can 

express yourself in every which way you can.
The Three of Cups in reverse indicates excessive pleasure that can The Three of Cups in reverse indicates excessive pleasure that can 
harm your health. We all have our own addictions that can lead to 
self-destruction. You may be in trouble in a relationship. You and 
your partner can lose interest and become unfaithful to each other. It 
may indicate that your creativity is being underestimated and that 
instead, you have to adapt to the activities of the group. You can be a 
member of a very strict, organized group and not open to new 
methods. You should consider sacrificing your creative ability to methods. You should consider sacrificing your creative ability to 

accomplish the group’s goals.

THREE  OF CUPS :
« Friends are thieves of time.»

Upright Three of Cups Meaning:

This Cups card is representative of friendship, companionship, and 
harmonious relationships. This is when you are willing to help the people 

around you, and receive help from them.
You may realize that, at the present, you are very beloved, supported and You may realize that, at the present, you are very beloved, supported and 

sympathized by the ladies. Your friends who may be women, old 
classmates or friends for a long time. There is a similarity between you 
and them so you always sympathize and care about each other.

Overall, everything is going well. You can expect at least an interesting Overall, everything is going well. You can expect at least an interesting 
reunion with someone or something that you have been apart for a while. 
It can also mean a celebration of your own or of someone that you care 
about – such as one month old of a baby, a wedding or another joyful 

occasion.
At this point, despite the hardships of life, you can take the time to forget At this point, despite the hardships of life, you can take the time to forget 
all and enjoy with your surrounding friends and loved ones. Such 

moments of relaxation are necessary before and after a stressful period, to 
prevent you from being exhausted in strength as well as emotional. When 
this card appears and you are confronted with high tension, just stop for a 
moment, seek support and encouragement from friends and relatives 

before continuing unfinished business.



FOUR OF CUPS :
« What we call despair is often only the painful eagerness of unfed hope.»

Reversed Four of Cups Meaning:

You may finally be ready to overcome the shadow from the past and 
move towards a brighter, happier prospect with love in the future. You 
should spend a lot of time thinking about what and who you really 
need in your life. Let’s look forward to the future ahead, not the past 

behind.
If you look closely around, you will see the opportunities you have If you look closely around, you will see the opportunities you have 

never noticed before. Take a moment to explore them. Your motivation 
must be higher than ever to get good things and earn money. You can 

do it.
You are too focused on their own problems and miss this opportunity 
or even do not know that it exists. Likewise, you should open to 

receive every opportunity and focus on your own ability to seize them.
It also reflects the time when you do not want to open your heart to It also reflects the time when you do not want to open your heart to 
someone or express your true feelings, instead, you withdraw and 
isolate yourself from others. You should notice that this can affect 
people who are close to you. Therefore, you should be dedicated to 

their needs as well as to your own.
On the negative side, the Four of Cups in reverse indicates that you On the negative side, the Four of Cups in reverse indicates that you 
may experience a significant period of stagnation. Do not let your 

self-esteem control you.

FOUR OF CUPS :
« Language has created the word "loneliness" to express the pain of being alone, 

and the word "solitude" to express the glory of being alone.
.»

Upright Four of Cups Meaning:

This card is sometimes a sign of indifference. You do not really care too This card is sometimes a sign of indifference. You do not really care too 
much about anything. At times like these, it mean that you are stuck in 
your own emotions. You need something to focus on, that will help your 
mind and heart find the way back to the flow of life once again. Be open to 
the surrounding environment. Soon you will be back on the road to be 

yourself again.
Make sure that you are grateful for what you have. Do not spend too Make sure that you are grateful for what you have. Do not spend too 

much time regretting or wanting your life to be different. Life will change a 
lot if we put our focus and concern on it. You should pay attention to the 

things and people in life that you must be grateful for.
The worst meaning of this Cups card is the ungrateful and stubborn The worst meaning of this Cups card is the ungrateful and stubborn 
person. Whether you are hiding in your own little world, depressed, 
selfish, or nurture a wound from a previously broken relationship, the 

causes of isolation are that you are self-imposed. You only care about your 
own troubles and problems and that you ignore the needs of others. Be 
awake, and remember, there is always a chance for you to connect with 

the world around.
 A lot of frustration in life comes from the bottomless cupidity when you  A lot of frustration in life comes from the bottomless cupidity when you 
have all you need. The key to overcome this frustration is simply to 
cherish the good things in life and to be grateful to them every day.



FIVE OF CUPS :
« The deeper sorrow carves into your being the more joy you can contain.»

Reversed Five of Cups Meaning:

The Five of Cups reversed implies that it is likely that you will observe 
new prospects as well as new projects. It is time to hope and to reach 
out to others if you are in need of something from them, such as the 
need for work, attention, concern, or anything else. You need to trust 

yourself and believe that your needs will be met.
When you get this Cups card in reverse, you probably have a hard When you get this Cups card in reverse, you probably have a hard 
time. The good news is that your recovery after this stage seems to be 
going well. Keep moving forward, do not let yourself stuck with the 

past or with the things that you have done.
On the positive side, this means the painful feelings of the card in the On the positive side, this means the painful feelings of the card in the 
upright position are over. There is the light at the end of the tunnel 
and you are recovering from the pain and loss in the past. Someone in 
the past can restore hope for you in the future. A lover in the past can 
return. The rapid changes in emotional life bring some discomfort. An 
old friend can re-enter your life. Now it is the time to remove the old 

feelings of grief or misunderstanding.
This card also talks about opening the heart and accepting the risk This card also talks about opening the heart and accepting the risk 

again. This is the card of long-lasting regret, nostalgia, and 
bittersweet memories but it also speaks of hope for the future, 

recognizing whatever you need to overcome, and seeing the rainbow 
after the rain.

FIVE OF CUPS :
« To the timid and hesitating everything is impossible because it seems so.”

Upright Five of Cups Meaning:

The Five of Cups symbolizes disappointment, and the feelings that come The Five of Cups symbolizes disappointment, and the feelings that come 
when things go differently as you expected. You are feeling unhappy that a 
certain situation hasn’t really turned out the way you have hoped it would. 
Instead of moving towards a more positive perspective, this card seems to 
say that you are dwelling in the past, inducing feelings of self-pity and 
regret. The water which is actually spilled from the cups shows that you 
might have missed an opportunity. It also shows that the problem is 

mostly emotional and not material or financial. mostly emotional and not material or financial. 
The meaning of the Five of Cups shows that you may have certain issues 
letting go of things which are in the past. What is more, it also shows that 
you are unwilling to learn from mistakes that you have already committed. 
The card is often going to reflect a person who is so caught up in his past 
that he is absolutely incapable of moving on. This means that he has a 
high chance of missing out on what new joys that the future can bring.
This is an important time for forgiveness. You do not forgive others for 
their sake, or because they deserve to be forgiven, you need to do it for 
your own benefit. The reason for this is that repressing anger and pain in 
the heart is extremely harmful and bad for yourself. Not only just that, 
while you still have time to get angry and hurt, the person you are angry 
with may be in a good mood. Therefore, you should let go of those things 

which still bother your mind.



SIX OF CUPS :
« The mill cannot grind with the water that is past.»

Reversed Six of Cups Meaning:

The Six of Cups reversed can mean that you are clinging to the past. The Six of Cups reversed can mean that you are clinging to the past. 
You should explore your memories, but you should not allow yourself 
to remain there. While you may find it comforting to be in the security 
of home, you must also learn to forge your own path. The past should 
be used as a guide for the future. Learn to focus on the present, and 

truly be aware. 
Another reading of the Six of Cups reversed is that you may feel as Another reading of the Six of Cups reversed is that you may feel as 
though you are disconnected from your childhood self, and that 
child's dreams, which may sometimes be unrealistic. Not reaching 
these goals can be painful, but sometimes reality carves a path for 
you that you must follow, and you shouldn't blame yourself for your 
choices. Take the time to think about where you want to be now and 
how you can reach your goals, instead of just dreaming about them.
Some aspects of family relationships or past relationships are weighed Some aspects of family relationships or past relationships are weighed 
you down. Are you still relying on your mother? A problem from the 
past can come back and haunt you. You can still feel the effects of an 
old love in your present life.The Six of Cups reversed may indicate 
fertility problems or issues related to the children. If you already have 
children, you may be trying to educate them in a disciplined manner.

SIX OF CUPS :
« One cannot put back the clock.”

Upright Six of Cups Meaning:

The Six of Cups upright generally represents generosity, naïve happiness, The Six of Cups upright generally represents generosity, naïve happiness, 
and childhood. It can stand for you wanting to return to a happier time, 
whether it was when you were a child, teenager, or young adult. Many 
times, these memories are things of the past, which reflect the aspects of 
ourselves that have vanished. You may feel that remembering these times 
is the only way to feel happy. The Six of Cups appearing in a reading 

seems to indicate that while we may look upon the past with a happy eye, 
we must avoid living in it.we must avoid living in it.

The Six of Cups can also mean that you are be returning to a familiar 
place. This could be your hometown, an old friend’s home, a school, or any 
place that holds a lot of meaning for you. You are seeking to reconnect 
with people from your past. Bringing back old memories reminds us of our 

childhood, a time when things were simpler. 
Coming after the Five of Cups, this card can also suggest that you may 
have suffered a loss or disappointment of sorts, and you are making the 
journey home. You are looking to the past to find the answer to the crisis 
or challenge that you are facing now. You may be seeking the comfort and 
warmth of people that unconditionally love you, gathering strength to face 

the trials that are in front of you.



SEVEN OF CUPS :
« What we anticipate seldom occurs, what we least expected generally happens.»

Reversed Seven of Cups Meaning:

The Seven of Cups is a card of delusion, temptation, and diversionary 
tactics. Your view of life at this moment is a bit illusory, and your 
fantasies cannot be made in the real world. You do not want to face 
the daily reality of life. You can not determine what you are really 

looking to turn it into reality.
It is also a card of choice. When this card appears during a spread, it It is also a card of choice. When this card appears during a spread, it 

is time to decide and take the next move.
You can now see mistakes in the past and the wrong start of those You can now see mistakes in the past and the wrong start of those 
previous efforts; this allows you to set clearer action to achieve your 
goals. Besides, you have overcome your confusion and have a more 
realistic attitude. However, you need to put the problem into context 
and have a clear view of the reality of the situation. Now you can 

think clearly about the options and come up with a sensible and wise 
decision. Finally, you should focus on the essential and perseverance 

to pursue your good ideas.to pursue your good ideas.
On a more positive note, this reversed Cups card says that you can 
finally eradicate the fog of confusion and illusion, and focus on the 
goal you chose as well as find out the best way to solve the problem.

SEVEN OF CUPS :
« Imagination rules the world.”

Upright Seven of Cups Meaning:

This card represents the balance, for all reckless, unrealistic, and This card represents the balance, for all reckless, unrealistic, and 
irrelevant elements. Conversely, if you are falling into a certain chaotic 
circumstance, the corrective methods may be necessary requirements. No 
one can feel happy and work effectively in an environment that makes 
people go crazy. Rules will help to create the structure for life. If you look 
carefully, the shaky state of seven cups in the card represents the risk of 

the consequences of decadence, addiction or fall.
If you are constantly caught up in your dreams and your imagination, or if If you are constantly caught up in your dreams and your imagination, or if 
you are scared, you will never be able to move forward and turn dreams 
into reality or overcome those fears. Therefore, this Cups card says that 
although dreams are beautiful and they inspire you to take action, you 
have to know to stop at the right time and return to the real world.
You may feel stuck or confused when making a decision. The options You may feel stuck or confused when making a decision. The options 

seem too much or too even, or each option can have several different types 
of trade-offs. You can not have everything and you are not sure which way 
to go. Your heart urges you to go in one direction and your mind tells you 
to go to another one. You need to concentrate and focus on a single target 

for success. At this point, your dream is your worst enemy.



EIGHT OF CUPS :
« What we call despair is often only the painful eagerness of unfed hope.»

Reversed Eight  of Cups Meaning:
When this card appears in reverse, it is important to remind yourself When this card appears in reverse, it is important to remind yourself 
that your good times are still ahead. If your “inner” tells you that you 
really need to step out of a relationship, job, or any preparation, 

arrangement, then trust yourself. You should consider and review the 
situation before making a decision, as well as evaluate all the benefits 

and damages, if possible.
Maybe, you are feeling yourself wanting to end a long-term Maybe, you are feeling yourself wanting to end a long-term 

relationship. This reversed card is a warning that you should spend 
more time to think more carefully about the upcoming decision. Every 
relationship has a problem, and the difficulty is that we have to live 
with such problems. Eventually, you perhaps will break up with each 
other. But remember that you should do the same when you are 

calm, alert and thoughtful. And if you are looking for the love of your 
life, then this is the time to get along with society and the community life, then this is the time to get along with society and the community 
in every possible way. Do not just sit at home and feel lonely, try to 

make others feel good, then your loneliness will disappear.
On the positive side, the reverse of the Eight of Cups means that you 
have succeeded in getting out of a difficult situation and now you are 
ready to welcome a new phase in your life. It sometimes signal the 
beginning of a new relationship or change of residence. It can also 
represent something specific such as going to a party or accepting a 

social invitation.

EIGHT OF CUPS :
« He that never climbed, never fell.”

Upright Eight of Cups Meaning:
Some changes can cause a feeling of exhaustion or fatigue. The ending is Some changes can cause a feeling of exhaustion or fatigue. The ending is 
not always easy. One of the signs of a willingness to leave is the lack of 
energy. When you feel tired and depressed, you know that something is 
wrong, and that is the time for a new direction. Take a look at your life and 
your priorities. You will find yourself needing to engage in which kind of 

aspect of life.
The Eight of Cups usually means that you will choose to give up a The Eight of Cups usually means that you will choose to give up a 

situation which is no longer relevant to you. It could be a relationship, a 
job, or a residential area. This can cause some sorrow, but in general, this 

separation is for your best interests.
It is time to ask yourself what you can do to bring satisfaction and joy to It is time to ask yourself what you can do to bring satisfaction and joy to 
your life, apart from things related to money and material. You are looking 
for the true meaning of life and focus on finding out who you are. You 
want to get rid of the chaos of life and pursue a higher spiritual goal. You 
are ready to give away the material wealth in exchange for something more 
meaningful. Thus, this card often reflects the beginning of a journey of 

discovery, especially the spiritual aspect.
Eight of Cups in the upright implies that you may notice that a long-term Eight of Cups in the upright implies that you may notice that a long-term 
relationship will come to an end. If you are sure of this, do not wait for the 
right time to say it, because there will never be a “good time” to tell 

someone that the relationship between you and that person need to end. 
Do not jump right into a new relationship, first of all, give yourself some 

time and space to review things.



 NINE OF CUPS :
« Old friends and old wine are best.»

Reversed Nine of Cups Meaning:

You may discover that achieving the desire may not always be good You may discover that achieving the desire may not always be good 
for you. Sometimes, this card in reverse may indicate a health 

problem due to over-indulgence or abuse of the body. You may feel 
too complacent and arrogant for your own good. You may not get 

what you want. Greed can cause trouble, the loss of money can occur. 
You always keep your mind filled with satisfaction for your desires, 

and it can harm your personal relationships.
The Nine of Cups also talks about the greed and the lack of concern The Nine of Cups also talks about the greed and the lack of concern 
for others. You do not care about how other people are affected by 
your actions and feel fully satisfied with your success while they are 
suffering. You should consider the feelings of others more before you 

brag about anything.
In terms of finance, this card implies that instead of paying close In terms of finance, this card implies that instead of paying close 
attention to your bank account balance, you should consider the 

quality of your current life. If you are happy, healthy and have a good 
relationship with family, friends, and community, then you are really 
rich. Also, your money will tend to increase when you get this card.

 NINE OF CUPS :
« Too much pudding will choke the dog.»

Upright Nine of Cups Meaning:

When we look at the Nine of Cups, it can initially seem like one of the most 
pleasant cards that may appear during a reading. This is also referred as 
the wish card, which means that the things that you desire for, or your 
most perfect dream is bound to happen. The Nine of Cups is normally 

associated with extreme happiness and satisfaction.
Family and family matters are likely to be going very well indeed and if Family and family matters are likely to be going very well indeed and if 
they are not you should ask yourself why. Is it possible that it is your 
perception of what is going on that is causing the problem rather than 
what is actually happening? The appearance of the nine indicates that all 

is well and perhaps you are overthinking the dynamics.
If, on the other hand you feel that things really haven’t been going too well If, on the other hand you feel that things really haven’t been going too well 
with your family then you are likely to find that there will be a significant 
improvement in your relationship with them in the relatively immediate 

future.
Friendships too are likely to be going very well and you may find that one Friendships too are likely to be going very well and you may find that one 
of those friendships in particular is going to deepen in strength. It is going 
to become more meaningful to both of you and you may find that this 

friendship will end up being a lifelong one.In terms of finances, the Nine of 
Cups is also a positive messenger. It can mean that the financial state that 
you are hoping for will soon be achieved. In your health, the test that you 
have to undergo will lead to positive result. The good energy that you are 
receiving at the moment should be used to improve your health habits.receiving at the moment should be used to improve your health habits.



 TEN OF CUPS :
« Love lives in cottages as well as in courts.»

Reversed Ten of Cups Meaning:
Something happens that disrupts the happy scene, such as quarrel or Something happens that disrupts the happy scene, such as quarrel or 
conflict of interest due to personal conflicts in family or friends. 

Children in adolescence may manifest rebellion puberty. Someone can 
cause trouble to disturb the life of friends or family. This card implies 
the child who left home, leaving the parents feeling empty in the 

house.
The Ten of Cups reversed can also express the disorientation of The Ten of Cups reversed can also express the disorientation of 

individual values. You are letting others decide what you will do but 
not looking at the nature of the matter. As a result, you are wondering 
whether you really believe in what you are doing or not. You just need 

to think of what you want.
Maybe, you are ignoring your family while pursuing material goals Maybe, you are ignoring your family while pursuing material goals 
like career or money. The balance between your work and life is 
shaken and you are gradually cutting back on family time. If you 
continue neglecting your family, the relationships will be negatively 
affected and you may not achieve a sense of fulfillment and happiness 

as planned.
This card tells you that you will be able to get what you deserve and This card tells you that you will be able to get what you deserve and 
good things will likely to come to you. You should find ways to 

recognize joy and build peace. You can find the key to happiness right 
in your home. No matter what, your family is still a group of people 
you have the most emotional attachment. If your family is currently 
having some trouble, then try to restore harmony. This is the right 

time for everybody to become closer to each other.

 TEN OF CUPS :
« A good husband should be deaf and a good wife should be blind.»

Upright Ten of Cups Meaning:
From its joyful depiction, we can assume that the Ten of Cups embody From its joyful depiction, we can assume that the Ten of Cups embody 
happiness, joy, contentment and emotional satisfaction in your family, 
relationship or companion. It represents an idyllic state of comfort, 

harmony, peace and love which makes you feel like you are in paradise. 
This is where all your dreams, wants, needs and wishes have been 

fulfilled, and you feel a complete sense of satisfaction. Take a moment and 
breathe, look around you and be thankful for all your blessings. This card 

signifies something that so many of us are searching for.signifies something that so many of us are searching for.
To see the Ten of cups is to indicate a true emotional fulfillment - one 

where the lonely self-satisfaction of the Nine of Cups is shared with others 
to create a true sense of community and family. It is the crystallization of 
the innocent will of the ace of cups. After learning how to love oneself, the 
Nine of Cups matured into the Ten of Cups, which at its core about how 
true happiness stems from forging authentic bonds and connections with 
others. This card is most associated with a sense of 'happily ever after' - of 

family, of lasting harmony and peace.family, of lasting harmony and peace.
This is an indication of harmonious family, for the card shows you that 
you are living in the perfect peace. No more adjustments or shifting is 
needed, you are in the right, just relax and enjoy your moment. In a love 
reading, this card shows that it is romantic, real and genuine - and has a 
strong potential for something long term. It deserves all your effort to make 

it come true.
The Ten of Cups could also indicate a family holiday where you can relax 

and spend time with family members.



 PAGE OF CUPS :
« He is happy that thinks himself so.»

Reversed Page of Cups Meaning:
Overall, this card in reverse represents a need to play, dream and 
have a little fun. However, you need to know the limits. Everything 
has the price that you have to pay in a certain way. Be aware of the 

consequences of what you do.
Your indifference can be a problem. You may be wasting your time Your indifference can be a problem. You may be wasting your time 
and energy on illusory thoughts and living in an unreal world. 

Sometimes, this card warns you that you are trying to escape from 
everything by drowning in drugs and alcohol. A relationship may end 
or fade away, or there may be a visible decline in your social activities. 
You may be ignoring an important perception through intuition.

It may also indicate that you are suspicious of a tendency or a feeling It may also indicate that you are suspicious of a tendency or a feeling 
which you are following. You can take action without thinking or 

allow the immediate desires and emotions to seduce you, especially if 
they go against your normal thinking, such as making a promise 

which you can not keep or that commitment does not mean anything 
to you.

When you get this card in reverse, this is the time to be cautious with When you get this card in reverse, this is the time to be cautious with 
your payment. You may be spending just to satisfy your needs. Think 

carefully before buying a high-valued item.

 PAGE OF CUPS :
« Ill gotten wealth never thrives.»

Upright Page of Cups Meaning:
A sensitive and deep young man can surprise you with good news. You are A sensitive and deep young man can surprise you with good news. You are 
entering the new stage of emotional development, sensitivity and maturity. 
If you are starting a job, you may need to pay close attention to emotional 
problems. Children can play an important role in your present or future 
life. The Page of Cups can also represent a homosexual person who will 

likely influence the situation.
You may get information about the birth of a child, wedding plan, You may get information about the birth of a child, wedding plan, 

marriage or other good news. You are entering the new stage of emotion 
and attitude, the period of emotional regeneration. You may be refreshing 
a relationship or start a new relationship. You are entering a new phase of 
emotional development that requires you to learn to trust from the 

beginning.
This card encourages you to have a new perspective on the difficult This card encourages you to have a new perspective on the difficult 
problems and approach them with a positive outlook of the doubt, love 
and compassion. The Page Cup says that you should never stop listening 
to your intuition as well as stop believing in your dreams. If you stop 
dreaming, your dream will never come true as it no longer exists. In the 
darkest moments of life, dreams often bring a ray of hope. So, dare to 

dream.
Page of Cups implies that a person younger than you (probably only Page of Cups implies that a person younger than you (probably only 
younger than you a few days) may be part of your love prospect. 

Remember that love regardless of age, so do not underestimate anyone 
even if they are younger than you. This post implies that someone is trying 

to impress you quickly, give that person a chance.



 KNIGHT OF CUPS :
« It's not a gay coat that makes the gentleman.»»

Reversed Knight of Cups Meaning:

You can get an offer that seems hard to believe. Someone may be You can get an offer that seems hard to believe. Someone may be 
cheating on you. You should check the details carefully, otherwise, 
you will regret your decision. You must also be avoided being 

excessively passive and easily influenced by others. You are at risk of 
being lost. Ask for good advice from an independent third party. Your 

lover may disagree with you. Be careful not to be deceived.
The Knight of Cups reversed is still a positive card when you are The Knight of Cups reversed is still a positive card when you are 
asking about love. It may imply that, if you are alone, you may soon 
find someone who makes you fall in love at first sight. You may need 
some time to get used to the changes. If you are in a relationship, this 
card may imply that one or both parties may be feeling emotionally 
overwhelmed by the needs of the other. This situation can be resolved 
as long as both of you want to. Let’s discover and share your feelings. 
However, you should also pay attention to the signals which you are However, you should also pay attention to the signals which you are 
receiving from your partner. If he/she feels oppressed, this is not the 

right time.

 KNIGHT OF CUPS :
« Beauty is but skin deep. »

Upright Knight of Cups Meaning:

On the positive side, the Knight of Cups carries a sensitive soul. He is a On the positive side, the Knight of Cups carries a sensitive soul. He is a 
poet – a lover of romantic and subtle things. He uses his imagination 
miraculously and penetrates the deepest level of emotion. He knows how 
to create beauty and share it with others. His dreamlike state is like fairy 
tales or myths, and his emotions often overwhelm his mind. He is also 

erratic and easily offended by others. 
The Knight of Cups is generally a good and optimistic card when The Knight of Cups is generally a good and optimistic card when 

appearing in a Tarot spread. This card usually means that we will soon 
receive a message. Often with the Cups set, all of those messages are 

positive.
You may meet a new person who will give you new emotional experiences You may meet a new person who will give you new emotional experiences 
or you will fall in love with that person. Someone may offer you a 
hard-to-deny invitation. You can enjoy the holiday with friends. An 
invitation or opportunity for a new relationship can come in the near 
future. Be sure of your feelings, to avoid being led around by the nose by 
someone. Your biggest asset now is chivalry, sensitivity and idealism.



 QUEEN  OF CUPS :
« Virtue is its own reward.»

Reversed Queen of Cups Meaning:

Queen of Cups is still one of the most loving protagonists in the tarot Queen of Cups is still one of the most loving protagonists in the tarot 
card. Just like the upright card, the queen implies compassion, love 
and concern for ourselves and those around us. This card often 
depicts a real woman in our lives. However, as it is in the reverse, it 
may imply that this woman may be feeling hurt, being treated badly 
and may become unreliable. You should be carefully observed for 

those signs related to that case.
A woman at your workplace can cause you a bit of trouble. She was a A woman at your workplace can cause you a bit of trouble. She was a 
very kind and understanding person, but now she has changed, at 
least her love may have turned to judgment and unreliability. The 
best way to deal with her is to consider her feelings, and do not give 
her any information which you do not want to share with anyone. If 
you are looking for a job, a woman will probably help you to get you a 

job at this point.
Maybe, your thoughts are overwhelmed by emotion. You may not pay Maybe, your thoughts are overwhelmed by emotion. You may not pay 
attention to important information or someone may be cheating on 
you. Choose a mentor carefully. If you ask about love, you may be 

disappointed by the lack of loyalty of the lover.

 QUEEN OF CUPS :
« A fair face, but a foul heart.»

Upright Queen of Cups Meaning:

We can understand the meaning of the Queen of Cups from taking a We can understand the meaning of the Queen of Cups from taking a 
closer look at the woman in image. She is seen as compassionate, caring, 
sensitive, and nurturing. She connects with people on the emotional level, 
so people enjoy her honesty and fairness. The appearance of the Queen of 
Cups in a reading can be guiding you to find help from others. Most times, 
like the other queens, this is a female figure that will come into your life. 
The Queen of Cups has an intuition which is very powerful, and is only 
rivaled by the one of the High Priestess. The Queen of Cups acts as a rivaled by the one of the High Priestess. The Queen of Cups acts as a 

mirror and reflects the depths present in others, so they see themselves in 
a new light. Most times, the Queen of Cups can also represent the trusted 
inner voice you have within you. She seems to say that you should take 
the time to focus on your emotional health before trying to help others. 

Self-love creates compassion. 
The Queen of Cups can also reflect your relationships with other people. 
You may be the emotionally strong rock that serves as an anchor for 
someone else. You may be here to help teach and support others using 

your intuition, instead of logic.
The Queen of Cups normally thinks with her heart, instead of her mind. The Queen of Cups normally thinks with her heart, instead of her mind. 
She can lack rationality and common sense, but she can also be intuitive, 
dreamy and almost psychic at times. The Queen of Cups could be the 
answer to your problems when a logical approach is not working



 KING OF CUPS :
« A man should be upright not be kept upright.»

Reversed King of Cups Meaning:

The King of Cups reversed signals what happens when he is at his 
worst: volatility, emotional manipulation and moodiness.

When the King of Cups falters, his usual ability to handle situations When the King of Cups falters, his usual ability to handle situations 
with compassion and wisdom are turned upside down. He is unable 
to balance the needs of all that seek his guidance, and while 
appearing kind to some, may be cold to others. His talent in 
navigating the emotions of others may be put to dubious uses, 

manipulating circumstances to fit his needs.
The reversed King of Cups suggests that there is a character in your The reversed King of Cups suggests that there is a character in your 
life that is depicted by this card, whether a part of you or someone 
else. While he is normally very in touch and controlled with his 
emotions, he has lately become manipulative and emotionally 

controlling. His actions will be used for vengeance and vindication, 
impulses that he normally has under control, and is eventually aimed 

at being some form of punishment.

  KING OF CUPS :
« A bully is always a coward.»

Upright King of Cups Meaning:
The King of Cups is one of the most influential cards in the suit of Cups. The King of Cups is one of the most influential cards in the suit of Cups. 
He represents creativity, emotion, and the unconscious. The card shows 
the ability to restrain one's emotions and be fully in charge of your feelings 
and impulses. Therefore, the King of Cups represents a balance between 
the intellect and emotions. He indicates that there is a strong relationship 

between understanding and feeling. 
When you have balanced your emotions and are able to control them, it When you have balanced your emotions and are able to control them, it 
means that you have a deeper knowledge and awareness of yourself. 
When you are faced with challenges that would normally throw you off 
balance, the King of Cups is there to remind you that you should act as he 
does - do not fly out in a rage, or immediately throw yourself into despair! 
You first need to temper the state of your emotions, so that you can 

progress forward in reality. Learn to evaluate yourself so as to determine 
how you can create a stronger awareness of your own internal state.how you can create a stronger awareness of your own internal state.
There are instances when the King of Cups can symbolize an older male 

who is in your life. This is a mature man who is willing to take 
responsibility for his actions and has mastered his own 

self-understanding.
The King of Cups tends to be political and diplomatic, and this makes it 
possible to for him to balance the needs of others, and enhance the 

harmony among all parties involved. The King of Cups shows that you are 
sensitive as a leader and you are careful with the way others respond to 
your emotional needs. The King of Cups implies that you should remain 

mature when dealing with negative energy.



Common Tarot Spreads.

All throughout your tarot reading experience, you will find that there are many 
different tarot spreads that cover all the different facets of life.

Each of these spreads have simple set ups and are easy to understand, which 
makes them great for both beginner tarot readers and for professional readers with 

clients who are new to tarot readings.
Having a variety of tarot spreads to choose from helps a tarot reader get more Having a variety of tarot spreads to choose from helps a tarot reader get more 

accurate results from their cards, and thus allows them to better advise the subject 
of the reading.

«Daily One Card Reading»

As the name suggests, this tarot spread is comprised of a single card and is 
performed on a daily basis.

This one card is meant to reveal what the subject of the reading can expect from This one card is meant to reveal what the subject of the reading can expect from 
their day, or offer insight into whatever might be on their mind when they draw the 

card from the deck.
This one card spread can also be used for a quick answer to a specific question.
For new tarot readers this spread doubles as a good way to better acquaint yourself 
with your deck, and is how most professional tarot readers learned how to interpret 

their cards when they were beginners.



«The Obstacle Spread.»

This five card spread can be used to gain insight into any situation you or the 
person you are reading. It can be used as a daily spread, though its main function 

is to offer advice for an ongoing event in your life.
Place the first card, then the second to the left and third to the right. The fourth Place the first card, then the second to the left and third to the right. The fourth 
card goes above the second card, and the fifth card under the second card. The 

spread should look like a sideways T.
First Card: The Concern or Obstacle. This card reveals the underlying issue at 
hand, which is more often than not showing the subject of the reading that the 

cards are acknowledging the situation.
Second Card:Second Card: Direct Influences. This card represents a person, a situation, or the 
subject’s own feelings that are tied up in the situation. These influences could be 

positive or negative.
Third Card: Hidden Influences. This card reveals what the reader does not know 
about the situation. Typically a card in this position reveals the missing piece of 

the puzzle needed to fully understand the situation.
Fourth Card: Fourth Card: Help. The fourth card reveals what will help the subject to overcome 

the concern or obstacle.
Fifth Card: Advice. The last card in this spread offers advice based on what the 

rest of the spread has revealed.



 «The Goodbye Spread.»

While the name might sound final, the Goodbye Spread is meant to provide clarity 
as to where a relationship is heading.

It is most commonly used when the person being read has questions about a new 
relationship or a casual friendship.

This spread consists of two columns with one card that separates them.
The first card is placed on the left with the second beneath it.The first card is placed on the left with the second beneath it.

Cards three and four are arranged the same way on the right, and the fifth card is 
placed in the middle.

First Card: What You Need
Second Card: What You Get
Third Card: What They Need
Fourth Card: What They Get
Fifth Card: Fifth Card: Outcome



«The True Love Spread.»
The True Love spread is used for romantic relationships that have already 

been established.
It is a good spread for those are curious about the general tone of their 

relationship, as well as for those who are interested in knowing if “taking the 
next step” is likely to happen.

For this spread, you will need a larger area for reading.For this spread, you will need a larger area for reading.
Start by placing the first and second cards next to each other, starting from 

the left.
Beneath those cards, your third, fourth, and fifth cards are placed in the 

same fashion.
Your last card, the sixth, sits alone in its own row at the bottom of the 

spread.
First Card: First Card: You. This card reveals your current feelings towards the 

relationship.
Second Card: Your Partner. The card in this position shows the other 

person’s feelings towards the relationship.
Third Card: What Brings You Together. This card showcases the most 

important aspect over the relationship.
Fourth Card: Fourth Card: What Keeps You Together. Also called “strength”, as it 

represents what aspect of the relationship is the strongest.
Fifth Card: What Needs Work. Opposite of the fourth card, this card reveals 

which area of the relationship needs the most focus and work.
Sixth Card: Outcome. The last card shows where the relationship is headed 

based on the present.



 «The Straight Shooter Spread»

This career spread is primarily used to answer questions the subject of the reading 
has about career changes and promotions within their current company.

This spread is straightforward, as the name suggest. Simply lay all five cards in a 
single line from left to right.

First Card: First Card: Current Position at Work. This card represents how the subject of the 
reading feels about their job.

Second Card: Focus. Aspects of the job need to be worked on will be revealed in 
this position.

Third Card: Hidden Influences. This card shows the subject a person or event that 
will either hurt or help them on their career path.

Fourth Card: Advice.
Fifth Card: Fifth Card: Outcome



«The Lucky Horseshoe Spread.»

The Lucky Horseshoe Spread is best used a general overview of the subject 
of the reading’s financial future. It works well when there is not a specific 
question being asked, as it is better suited as a general financial climate 

overview.
As the name suggests, this spread mimics the shape of a horseshoe.
Starting on the left, place the first, second, and third cards in a column Starting on the left, place the first, second, and third cards in a column 

starting from the bottom.
The fourth, fifth, and sixth cards make up a column on the right side, also 

placed from bottom to top.
The seventh card is placed at the very top of the spread between the two 

columns.
First Card: You

Second Card:Second Card: Past Financial
Third Card: Present Events

Fourth Card: Immediate Future
Fifth Card: Influences
Sixth Card: Obstacles
Seventh Card: Outcome



 «The Employment Spread.»

The Employment Spread is one that would be used for someone who is between 
jobs, or considering a complete career change.

This spread is laid out in a pyramid shape, starting with the first card at the top. 
Place the second and third card in a second row from left to right, and cards four, 

five, and six in a third row also from left to right.

First Card:First Card: Your Current Situation. The first card represents the subject’s current 
mental and emotional outlook on their job search.

Second Card: Strengths. This card reveals the talents and traits that are beneficial 
to finding the right position.

Third Card: Weaknesses. Opposite of strength, the third card shows which talents 
and traits should be removed from the equation when it comes to searching for 

work or when considering a career change.
Fourth Card: Fourth Card: What to Look For. This card shows what the subject should be 

looking out for. Often is appears as another person who will be monumental in their 
success.

Fifth Card: What to Lookout For. Contrary to the fourth card, the fifth reveals what 
will negatively impact the subject during their search.

Sixth Card: Outcome.



 «Money Spread.»

This spread is meant to be used when the person being read has a specific question 
regarding a financial decision. It is a simple spread to remember, as it has a similar 

layout as one of the spreads we have already gone over!
Start with the first card in the upper left corner, followed by the second card in the 

lower right corner.
The third card goes under the first in the bottom left corner, and the fourth card is The third card goes under the first in the bottom left corner, and the fourth card is 
placed above the second in the upper left. The fifth and final card goes in its own 

row at the bottom of the spread, beneath the third and second cards.
First Card: Current Position

Second Card: Unforeseen Obstacles
Third Card: Positive Consequences
Fourth Card: Negative Consequences

Fifth Card: Fifth Card: Succeed/Failure



«Overall Health Reading.»

The General Health Reading is quick spread that is useful for getting an idea 
of how the subject of the reading’s health is doing and how it might change 

in the future.
This spread works well with or without a specific question.

Place the first, second, and third cards in a single row from left to right. Place the first, second, and third cards in a single row from left to right. 
Underneath the second card, place the fourth and fifth from top to bottom in 
a single column. This spread should have a T shape when all the cards are 

laid out.
First Card: The Past. This card points to the subject’s health in the past, or 
choices they made in the past that are now impacting their overall health.
Second Card: Second Card: The Present. This position represents the subject’s current 

state of being, especially in relation to their physical health.
Third Card: What Can Be Improved. Also called the “advice” card. This 
position tells the subject what aspect of their life should be worked on in 

order to promote wellness.
Fourth Card: Guidance. The card in this position points out the path that 
should be take in order to carry out the advice from the third card.

Fifth Card: Fifth Card: Outcome

Tarot card meanings and spreads are equally important parts of 
effective Tarot reading. Choosing the right spread will add the 
chronology, context and depth a Tarot reader is looking for whilst 

Tarot card meanings will add the neccessary detail.


